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Studer quality and performance has just entered
your price range with the affordable-very
affordable -A827 stud o recorder, the first new
multichannel from Stu er since its
standard -setting A82 -24.
Superior sound for usic recording. The A827
is just plainly ahead of the competition. And why
shouldn't it be? With th same transport and head
assembly, the same audio quality as its big brother,
the A827 is without doubt in the
Studer class in spite
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of its
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price. Available
(6 and 8 -track
et ions, the A8271eatures a
i

n 2 4.
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trolled transport with 3 tape speeds,
computer
va '
switchablepalbÿ WO) Pro and phase
mpensated audio electronics.
Featured for post production. For TV/Video/Film
post production work, the 1827 offers the fastest
to 600 ips in 4 secondstransport inithe business
u4
. -with 14" reel capacity. The optional chase lock
"synchronizer guarantees nobody'll be waiting on this
Machine. Post features like Reverse Play/Record and
parallel /serial RS232/422 control ports make for easy
integration into post produc4on facilities.
There's never been. a better time to part ways with those "other" machine.and move up to the famous
Studer sound and quality.- Call us. Experience the new
A827 -24 with the best price /performance ratio available.

-0

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, N 37210 (615) 254 -5651
Los Angeles (818) 780 -4234 N w York (212) 255 -4462
Studer Revox Canada Ltd. (4163-23-2831
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IT'S THE
LITTLE THINGS
ABOUT THE
IL SERIES
THAT YOU'LL
APPRECIATE.
Take a close look at the Soundtracs IL

Production conscle. An outstanding console that's
achieving acclaim amorgst commercial recording
studios around the World. Designed to meet a

production climate that's radically changing with
engineering that matches efficiency with vision.

More important, though, listen to the
way it sounds. This 32 bus console offers very low
noise, minimal crosstalk and a degree of sonic

transparency that sets new standards.
Combine

these

attributes

with

a

sensitive yet effective equaliser section to create

one of the sweetest sounds to be found anywhere,

perfect for high quality track laying.
And

while

our

crystal

layout

clear

is

free of gimmickry,

we've included

a

number of

unique features and sophisticated circuit
designs

which,

together

with

Soundtracs

Tracmix facer automation, provides versatility

to set your creativity free.

Litt e things in themselves. But
in the Soundtracs IL, add up to a

rather special produc ion console.

CREATIVE ENGINEERING
SOUNDTRACS PLC, 91 EWELL ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY
KT6 6AH ENGJ+ND. TELEPHONE:

(01) 399 3392/8101.

FAX: (01) 399 6821. TELEX: 8951073 STRACS G

SPECIFICATIONS:
O 48 OR 36 CHANNELS O 104 OR 80 INPUTS ON REMIX
O INTERCHANNEL CROSSTALK BETTER THAN

-88dB

D MIX NOISE 32 INPLT ROUTED BETTER THAN

G'

1kHz

-82dB.

EXCLUSIVE US DISTRIBUTOR:

SAMSON®
Technologies Corp.
SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, 485 -19
SOUTH BROADWAY, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801, USA.
TELEPHONE: (516) 932 3810. FAX: (516) 932 3815.
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CONTENTS
Broadcast Production
Making the French Connection
Sandwiched between the U.S. Embassy
and the Champs Elysee in Paris is one
of the most amiable television studios in
the world, not by chance but by design.
24
By Peter Jostins

From Lacquer to Layback
One facility's transition from music to
broadcast recording and mixing.
By James Porteous and
30
Robert Predovich
w

Other Features

Departments

Caring for Vacuum Tube Neumanns
Straightforward advice for improving and
repairing your tube -type Neumann microphones.
By Dan Alexander and
21
James Gangwer

Time Domain Production Techniques
Making TEF measurements in the field
can ease post -production by giving you
the information needed to re- create the location audio.
38
By Barry McKinnon

Sound System Performance
Optimization, Part 2
How to EQ without using the EQ.
By G.R. (Bob) Thurmond

Editorial
Guest Editorial
News

Different audio formats,

different audio approaches: To present the
best audio to the public,
audio and broadcast engineers must work together to present audio

aesthetically

pleasing while meeting
transmission standards.
(Photo by Mike Regnier.

Technical assistance:
City Spark Studios and
AudioLine, Kansas City,
MO.)
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Some people aren't satisfied until everyone else is.

When the toughest critic in the audience is you, choose the tape
products that compromise nothing. Ours.We won't be satisfied until you are.
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Reinforcement
For The 90'
Smooth, phase coherent response with
Time Offset Correction (T.O.C.TM )
Coaxial design for precise imaging and
compact, high performance arrays

Trapezoidal shape, minimal -size
enclosures for superior large array
coherence
Integral aircraft -type fly points for
quick, safe hanging
Advanced, non -intrusive modular
signal processing electronics
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* MADE
* IN THE *
USA
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS

1224 W. 252nd St., HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
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the job training. OJT. Up until 1970
or so, it was the only way any of us learned
how to slit tape with a razor blade or tweak
out the record cal pots hidden inside the
refrigerator-sized transports. If we were
lucky, an older studio veteran would take
us into the shop and pull out a ratty set of
schematics to actually explain what the hell
it was we were trying to accomplish.
Usually we'd hang out in the CR, peering
over a maintenance guy's shoulder as he
repaired a hot-seat damaged console module or find the headroom limits on a new
reel of 456. And we'd ask the pertinent questions, lapping up the answers like a puppy
laps up fresh milk: What frequency does the
head bump move to at 30ips? Should I accelerate to +6 if I'm doing a soft rock 'n'
roll date? Which of the noise /distortion/
frequency curves are favored at 1dB over
peak bias on 3M 250?
In the 1970s and early 1980s, the explosion of music in our mass culture made audio production a hot commodity. Studios
were swamped with applicants. Responding,
university broadcasting or music departments and many small independent recording studios offered training programs for
students.
Granted, initial attempts closely resembled
the "let's all learn together through experimentation" school of audio gymnastics,
and some graduates found out later that a
good course load in child psychology and
music composition would have prepared
them better than the five ways to mic a
classmate's acoustic guitar taught in Music
Recording 201. Things have greatly improved with time, and many schools today
are highly respected.
All of which is fine and well for students,
or for schools where education consists of
razor blade editing and tape biasing, mic
selection and board operation
things
which had remained technologically stable
for more than 20 years. To those already in
the business, along comes MIDI, digital
verbs, computer programmable processors,
samplers and disc -based recording, and the
whole training thing goes out the window.
It seems that if you're not a keyboard player these days, you're lost.
The ability to cut and splice the 2 -inch
and tweak the record EQ for Agfa 468 will
have to sit there inside the brain right next
to the bit about MIDI channel routing for

-

Recording Engineer/Producer is an applications-based publication targeted at professional individuals and companies
active in the commercial business of studio and field recording, audio for video, live sound production and related fields.
Editorial content includes descriptions and demonstrations of
audio production techniques, new products, equipment application, maintenance and audio environment design.
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the S-1000 triggered sample (called up via
the Mac Librarian interface), the sequence
on auto-bias calibrate for the new multi, the
shortcut on altering the kick feel on the
drummer's aging RX -11, and the dreck about
session billing on the office IBM clone.
Which brings us to: Where does a busy
professional go for a knowledge update?
Who do you talk to for a product and technique refresher if you're not a new- on -theblock student?
In the computer hardware industry, IBM
has long provided education for its users.
In software, freely enterprising independent
seminar companies have effectively filled in
the blank between new personal computer
products and the need to know. In the video world, manufacturers like Sony with its
Institute of Applied Video Technology provide both generic production technique and
product-specific operation courses targeted
at both recent job market entries and self improving professionals.
To the companies above, it is very clear
that more new products sell and get used
if the operators are comfortable with operating them. This is motive enough to justify IBM and Sony's efforts behind their education programs.
But who's doing it in audio? For students,
some groups like Full Sail Center for the Recording Arts are blending new keyboard
and computer technology with traditional
recording education. But for those already
active in the industry? You tell me. There's
no Syn -Aud-Con for the magnetic storage
medium crowd, yearning to learn.
Great incentive exists for an audio manufacturer to sponsor training seminars centered around the new technologies. Professional organizations also have much to gain
in membership and tuition revenues by
providing the managerial and operation support behind intensive education programs.
Even recording schools and universities,
with their facilities and training staff, can
provide an ideal environment to supply the
needed educational resources.
At the next industry convention, I would
like to see a manufacturer walk up to a recording school representative or an organization sponsor and say "Let's talk. Let's pool
our resources and insure our mutual futures.
Let's get the industry through this stage of
accelerated technological fear and loathing,
at least until the interface is so transparent
that education and training aren't needed
anymore.'

Mike Joseph

Technical Editor

©1990 by Intertec Publishing. All rights reserved.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

DAT's

By Roger Lagadec

incredible!

Digital Audio:
A Status Report

enough to offer their citizens a nationwide
mix of private and public radio programs,
with some level of quality, have satellites
in orbit, and digital radio broadcasting on
their technical agenda. As a natural reaction, terrestrial broadcasting also champions digital formats, with the stunning ad-

vances in data reduction recently
demonstrated in Europe for broadcasting

Hindsight

great thing. It is a wonderful way of deciding how best to approach a problem
when the problem
has long gone by! It makes today's uncertainty tomorrow's fact, and today's mistakes tomorrow's wisdom.
One of the beauties of nature ensures
that what we do today affects what kind
of a day we will have tomorrow. The
sweeping changes in Eastern Europe last
year gave the world a new appreciation
for the phrase "cause and effect :'
The Japanese look at this in a similar
way. If you want to be sure of the final
product, you have to take part in its design. And if you want to be sure that
everything works out, you had better get
involved in the plans. So it is with digital
is a

-

T
IS THE

CUTTING
EDGECasio

Sony

Full USA
Manufacturer's
Warranty. No grey market.
DAT tape is in stock from AGFA,
Ampex, Fuii, Panasonic, DIC and 3M.

audio.
While my favorite definition of a pro audio show is "the discredited showing the
unavailable to the insolvent,' I actually believe pro audio to be a fairly simple business driven by a few simple forces. We provide the equipment for making TV and
movie soundtracks, LPs, CDs, audiocassettes, videotapes and live performances.
We also live by renting our expertise, our
studios and our equipment.
Change one of the above media, and
our industry changes. Compact discs
made the label "digital" a selling point,
and digital mastering a necessity. So along
surecame digital audio for the studio
ly an easy one to predict. By the same logic, there is almost no digital audio in
broadcasting yet, because digital audio is

-

Prices Too Low
To

Advertise.
Call Now:

1- 800 -356 -5844
608 -271 -1100
300

LINES: AUDIO, VIDEO, LIGHTS

still expensive and the broadcast formats
still analog. Film soundtracks are mostly

analog because analog technology serves
it much more elegantly than today's digital equipment can. And television is also
mostly analog with poor sound -no major incentive for all -out digital post production.
I expect this will change in the 10 years
to come. In radio broadcasting, for example, the countries civilized and affluent

and transmission formats. Combine this
technology (mostly DAT, some disks and
DSP), and you will begin to see a new market emerge, while analog broadcast technology will begin its gradual descent into
nostalgia.
Television also changes, and will affect
our audio world. Television is admittedly
analog, but a strong new trend is the
emergence of professional digital VTRs.
They happen to offer channels of 20 -bit
digital audio recording, and in the last year
1,000 machines were sold. With high -end
professional video going digital, and
casually dragging along underused digital audio channels, a very large market is
being created.
The third trend I see is linked to the cost
of technology. Major changes in our media create new markets, which call for new
digital audio technology. The basic technology itself is cheap and available: Error
correction and digital signal processing
can be adequately taught with textbooks
and technical papers of 15 years ago. But
making the chips is costly, making the
drives and recorders even more, and making the software really work is a costly
nightmare. Professional audio of the digital kind is still a very expensive gamble.
No wonder that acquisitions and mergers
have recently flourished in our industry,
and surely major ones are still to come.
Finally, I see the music software industry as a potential source of major change.
CDs initiated the first wave of digital audio, which at the time was a technical, not
an artistic, innovation. The endless controversies about the sound quality of digital made that clear enough. A few of the
large companies that dominate the music
recording business are capable of using
their technical resources to launch a second wave of professional audio in the recording studios. And few top artists would
be indifferent to their creations being
saved for posterity in all the glory of, say,
High Definition Video with advanced digital audio.

Roger Lagadec is general manager of professional audio
at Sony's Atsugi plant in Japan.

5618 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719
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THE NEVE PRISM SERIES
Discover The Full Spectrum Of Sound
With the Neve Prism Series, there's a whole new world of sound
waiting to be discovered.

-

The Prism Series offers the unsurpassed EQ and dynamics
capabilities of the Neve VR Series console
the console of
choice in today's leading recording and post -production facilities in one extremely powerful and flexible rack -mount package. The two Prism modules include the four -band parametric
equalizer and the mic amp /dynamics unit, consisting of
compressor /limiter /gate /expander. In addition, the mic amp/
dynamics unit also has a mir Input and variable high and low
pass filters for unmatched definition, clarity, and size of sound.

-

The competitively priced Prism Series is even more affordable
with our own Siemens financing. No matter what kind of work
you do, the Neve Prism Series will enhance it dramatically.

)-

Take a look at tit Neve Prism Series...
Discover for yourself the full spectrtum of sound.
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DIGITAL PRO AUDIO

TN: t615 329 -9584 CA: (213) 461 -6383 TORONTO: (416) 365 -3363
O Çall 0ur Representativï: Audiotechniques at (212) 586-5989

NY: (212) 956 -6464
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NEWS
Syn -Aud -Con workshop
Synergetic Audio Concepts' Intelligibility Workshop II is scheduled for May 2426 in Bloomington, IN. Dr. Larry Humes
of Indiana University will supervise.
The workshop will deal with the measurement of speech intelligibility and its
uses in planning sound reinforcement systems with acceptable intelligibility characteristics. Special emphasis will be given to the role of the pinna and ear canal
in intelligibility; hearing threshold and pinna response measurements will be made
on each workshop participant. InThe-Ear
recordings will be made in the pressure
zone of the eardrum of several participants. DAT recordings will be made of
5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20% and 25% articulation
loss of consonants.
For more information, contact Synergetic Audio Concepts, R.R. #1, Box 267, Norman, IN 47264; 812- 995 -8212; fax
812 -995 -2110.

HR format gains
The half -rack (HR) format is gaining acceptance, according to its developers.
Jointly designed by ART, Ashly Audio,
Crown, dbx, Furman, Lexicon, Rane and
Symetrix, the format accommodates corn pact, flexible, custom -designed installations and enables signal processing modules to be mounted in a standard 19 -inch
rack horizontally up to two modules
across, or vertically with up to 10 modules
across. Each HR module is self-contained,
can be mounted flush or recessed, and will
interface directly with other professional
equipment via terminal strip, 3 -pin (XLR)
and/or 'A -inch connectors.
At present, the HR format is an informal standard. Because of the number of
cooperating manufacturers that helped
with the HR design, several product redesigns are taking place to accommodate the
format. Larry Winter of Rane, chairperson
of the HR technical committee, says that
formal acceptance by ANSI could take
more than two years.
An official HR Mechanical Standard
Document, published by the HR technical
committee, is available from Rane Corporation, 10802 47th Ave. W, Everett, WA

gram, designed to train students for career
placement in the music and video business
industry, is divided into four segments: a
foundation program, studio and technical

marketing /communications and
business management.
Students will receive in -depth instruction from working professionals; state-ofthe -art equipment will be available in studios at the Institute and at nearby professkills,

sional studios.
For more information, contact Greg
Walker, Art Institute of Philadelphia, 1622
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19103-5198;
215- 567-7080.

business program
The Art Institute of Philadelphia has
added a 2 -year music and video business
(MVB) program to its curriculum. The pro-

News notes
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formed Clair Brothers Audio Systems,
a company targeted at the growing installation market. It will provide sales of portable and permanent installations for sound
reinforcement venues. Offices are scheduled to open in London, Tokyo, Los Angeles and New York; the main office and
warehouse are shared by both companies
in Lititz, PA.

Hybrid Arts has relocated to 8522

Na-

841 -0340; fax 213- 841 -0348.

Neve is offering engineers and producers
two free hours of studio demo time on its
Power Package, which consists of a VR
console with Flying Faders automation
and a Mitsubishi 32 -track X -880 or X -850
digital tape recorder, at any of five participating studios. Participating studios include The Enterprise (Burbank, CA), Cherokee Recording (Los Angeles), Sigma
Sound (New York), Digital Recorders
(Nashville) and The Chicago Recording
Company (Chicago).

Los Bukis, the international Grammy
Award nominees from Mexico City, are the
owners of the largest QSC-powered, privately owned tour sound system in the
world. The system includes 40 model 3800
amps; 64 model 3500 amps; and 72 JBL
model 4852 Concert Series loudspeakers.

Audio Intervisual Design has been
named the U.S. agent for W. Albrecht
GmbH Studiogerate, the West German
manufacturer of sprocketless magnetic
film recorder /reproducers.

Concertech is a newly established studio
designed for cost -effective audio engineering and equipment rental services for
smaller or medium budget acts in the New
York metro area. Carl Foster, co- founder
of N.Y. Musicworks, is the president. The
studio is located at 108 W. 17th St., Suite
7, New York, NY 10011; 212 -255 -5986.

John

M. Storyk Inc. has designed two
new facilities: Context Music, a 6 -room rehearsal /recording facility located on the
Lower East Side of New York; and Margarita Mix, a 5- studio post -production facility in Hollywood owned by L.A. Studios'
partners Sunny Blueskyes and Jim 'Kunz"
Bredouw.

Americ Disc has relocated to 1290 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 2540, New
York, NY 10104; 212 -767 -0750, 800 -7670752; fax 212- 767 -0753.
The Minneapolis-based Southern Thunder Sound Company includes in its inventory the following Electro-Voice speakers: more than 100 EVX150 woofers; more
than 100 EVM-12Ls; more than 50 sub woofers with EVX-180 and EVM -18B
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Clair Brothers Audio Enterprises recently

tional Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232; 213-

98204; 206 -355 -6000.

Music and video

speakers; and monitors using the EVM -15L
speakers.
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People
Neve North America has named Charles
Conte public relations administrator for

the North American market.
Joe Naccarato has been appointed
general manager of Rupert Neve Canada.
Neve Electronics International has appointed Hazel Simpson director of sales.

Rick Bos has been named marketing
manager at DOD Electronics.
Samson Technologies has appointed Joel
Singer product sales manager for the
complete line of Soundtracs mixing
consoles.

Steve Lawson, president of Lawson
Productions, Seattle, was elected to the
SPARS board of directors during the annual meeting at the AES convention in
New York. Lawson is the first SPARS director from the Northwest.

James A. Dismore has been named

.

president /CEO of Ultimate Support
Systems.
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AGFA

Power Station leads the way. Its inspired numerous studio designs. Countless hit records. And a generation of
producer /engineers.
No wonder the New York scene is already buzzing about their new Studio D,
a hybrid room that can mix music,
audio -for -video, and audio -for -film. It's
an innovative look at tomorrow's state -ofthe -art.
Innovation. It led Power Station to
Agfa bias -compatible PEM 469. Long
before it became the year's most exciting new mastering tape. Long before
anyone else. "The high -end holds together," says V.P. /Studio Designer Tony
Bongiovi. "It's transparent. It's musical.
It's leading-edge."
It's a new vision for the 90's:
A decade of professionalism and excellence. A time when studios
must try new formulas for success. An era when innovators
will always play the lead.
AGFA magnetic tapef rom research and development, through manufacturing, to
delivery and
service
we care!

-

Agfa Corp., 100 Challenger Road,
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 Telephone (201) 440 -2500

Left to right Barry Bongiovi, Studio Manager, Bob Walters, President. Tory Bongiovi, Vice President, Studio Designer

AUDIO VIDEO PROFESSIONAL
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FRESH TRACKS
By the RE /P staff

Mark Isham: "Tibet"
Label: Windham

Hill Records

Producer: Mark (sham
Recorded by: Ben Rodgers, Stephen Krause
Mixed by: Mark !sham, Ben Rodgers
Studios:

Earle-Tones Studio; Producer's Studio;
Mad Hatter Studios
SPARS Code: ADD

Comments: Mark Isham, Bay Area
horn player/synthesist and member of the
seminal Group 87, presents here a beautiful collection of sonic tone poem-like
flavorings, some barely melodic, all rich
and deep with "sound:' Although begging
to be called New Age, this material is more
than just string swells and large plate
reverb FIX, as the stellar lineup of talented jazz and contemporary musicians
proves. [sham is a master of trumpet and
flugelhorn, flavored downstream with the
various color palettes and assorted electronic. His material is instantly recognizable, and there is much to absorb here
concerning balances, blends and timbrai
shading.
Of special interest: The tracks,
labelled Part I through Part V, all have
their own sonic quality and theme. Note

the ambient and spatial effects around the
different acoustic and electronic instruments, all creating more of an environment of sound than an actual song. The
bass trombone, electric bass, French horn,
flugelhorn percussion, trumpet and elec-

Janet Jackson:
"Janet Jackson's

Rhythm Nation 1814"

JANET JACKSON'S

RHYTHM

Producers:

Jim Jam & Terry
Lewis for Flyte Tyme

NATION
I
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4

Co- Producer: Janet Jackson

Executive Producer:
John McClain

Recorded and mixed by:
Steve Hodge

Studios: Flyte Tyme Production
Studios A, B and D, Edina, MN;
NPR Studio M, St. Paul, MN
SPARS Code: AAD
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tronics blend in a way closer to colors on
an impressionistic painting than instruments being mixed in an arrangement.
This is good stuff, not Yuppie elevator
music.

Comments: When you divorce yourself
from all of the commercial effort surrounding the promotion of this release and listen to this work, you'll immediately recognize the talent of the artisans who
produced one of 1989's finest recordings.
Of particular merit are the variety and creativity of sound sources
from a sampling and orchestrated nature
and the
tasteful and unusual combination of outboard signal processing. Processing on
background vocals and auxiliary rhythmic
tracks are both refreshing and timely.

- -

Of special interest: Perhaps the most
noticeable sonic pleasures stem from the
basic mix of levels, amplitude modulations, panning and filtering, courtesy of
Flyte Tyme's GLW SeriesTen console. The
accuracy and clarity of the rapid -fire panning, muting and auxiliary automation is
nothing short of astonishing.

Now, there's an audio re-

corder that talks video. The
APR- 5003V.

actually control the
APR -5003V with a video editor.
Because its 9 -pin serial port
communicates with Sony's
BVE -9000 or BVE -900 editors.
And ease of control is just one
of many advantages for video
post production.
The APR -5003V also offers
wide
a
range of synchronization features, including resolve
on play. Chase synchronization. Timecode generation
with video reference. And offset with bit resolution.
Of course, the first language of any audio recorder is
You can

SO SMART,
IT SPEAKS
A SECOND
LANGUAGE.

11111111111111111111 1111111111111
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9 -pin serial port for control by Sony video
editors BVE -9000 or BVE -900.

still audio. And you get the
superb sonic quality you'd
expect from Sony.
If you're in post production,
and you're in the market for an

analog recorder, remember
whom to speak to. Contact
your Sony Professional Audio
Representative. East (201) 3685185; West (818) 841 -8711;
Central (312) 773 -6001; South
(615) 883 -8140.
Sony Communications Products Company. 1600 Queen
Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666. © 1989 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony.

SONY®
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
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FRESH TRACKS
Neil Young: "Freedom"
Label: Reprise

Producers: Neil Young, Niko Bolas
Recorded by: Dave Hewitt, Gary Long, Tim
McColm, Brently Walton, Dary Sulich, Tim
Mulligan, Alan Abrahamson, Bob Vogt
Mixed by: Dave Hewitt
Studios: Hit Factory, New York; The Record
Plant Remote Truck; The Barn/Redwood
Digital

SPARS Code: DDD

Comments: Musically, "Freedom" runs
the gamut from the sweetest Ron stadt /Young duet, to Dire Straits -like journeys, to classic wanked-out Neil Young
rock 'n' roll roughness, basic as always.
The production, excluding the sometimes

questionable foreground -background
balances of solo instruments and vocals,
is digital in clarity and very open. Relying heavily on acoustic instruments, the
recorded quality of the guitars, harmonica and electric band is raw but good. The
weakest link is in the positioning
(left /right, front /back) and imaging of the
mixes.

Of special interest: Interesting, original sounds throughout, such as overly wet
or overly dry verb treatments; the occa-

sional, intentional(?) board or digital tape
clipping on more than several tracks; the
unusual rendition of "On Broadway" recorded at the Hit Factory, seemingly with
two distant mics and a medium room
patch on the verb; and the unique reverb

and guitar sounds on "Don't Cry." All said,
it is hard to judge whether many of these
sounds were recorded poorly (intentionally or otherwise), or if this CD is an incredibly creative artistic statement. You be
the judge.

Stevie Ray Vaughn and Double
Trouble: "In Step"
Producers:

Jim Gaines, Stevie Ray Vaughn

and Double Trouble

Recorded by:

Jim Gaines, Richard Mullins,
Richard McKernen
Mixed by: Dave McNair, Jim Gaines
Studios: Kiva Studios, Memphis, TN; Sound
Castle, Los Angeles; Summa Studios,
Los Angeles

SPARS Codes: DDD

Comments: Can rock 'n' roll survive in
the all-digital domain and still have that
analog crunch? Yes. There are no real surprises here
just a solid collection of
tightly crafted tunes each with a personality to please, and with enough musicality and emotion to spare. Solid tracks from
solid players and engineers.
Of special interest: "Riviera Paradise"
reveals a side to Vaughn and band not
readily known to their listeners in which

-

their performance and musicality
stretches outside the boundaries of their
trademark sound.
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Track Record

BUSY
Today, some of the world's busiest studios are built around the AMR 24 console. Designed for a higher standard of
performance, the AMR 24 offers more
inputs, more flexibility and the highest
levels of audio quality for day -to -day

recording and mixdown.

TRACKING
As a tracking console, the AMR 24
consistently achieves superior results
the first time no re- recording required. With exceptionally low crosstalk
and noise, and a total dynamic range of

-

100 dB, it is fully compatible with digital

audio.

MIXDOWN
Configured for mixdown, the AMR 24
offers unrivaled flexibility. It handles all
kinds of inputs up to 84 of them in a
standard format. Just push one button
and the 24 Track Select switch changes
the monitor returns to full- function line
returns normalled to a second 24 track
or to synchronized MIDI "virtual tracks"
Simple switching creates an additional
24 inputs through the cue faders for
effects returns.

-

Up to 64 channels can be automated
with a wide range of factory fitted systems available.
Of course, these DDA design innovations are complemented by the highest
quality components and designs that

feel right.

INVESTMENT
Studio owners know why the AMR
24's track record represents an impressive return on their creative and financial investment. If that news sounds
interesting, write us on your letterhead
for full information.

DIDA
Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc., 308 Banfi Plaza North, Farmingdale, NY 11735 (516) 249 -3660
Unit #1, Inwood Business Pk., Whitton Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, UK TW3 2EB 011- 441 -570 -7161
Circle
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FRESH TRACKS
Artist Focus: The Grateful Dead
By Bob Bralove

My two years working with the Grate-

ful Dead have been one continuing, exciting experiment in music. The current

The Grateful Dead:
"Built to Last"
Label: Arista

Producers: Jerry Garcia,
John Cutler

Co- producer: Bob Bralove
Recorded by: John Cutler, Tom Flye,
Jeff Sterling, David Roberts, Peter Miller,

Justin Kreutzman, Chris Wiskes

Mixed by: John Cutler
Studios: Club Front, San

Rafael, CA;

Skywalker Ranch, San Rafael; Studio X,
Petaluma, CA

SPARS Codes: ADD

Comments: The Dead's first album in
two years, "Built to Last" is a technologically current effort worth listening to for
its openness, acoustic detail and attentiveness to reality, both in sampling and synthesizer programming. (See `Artist Focus"
in this section for more details.) The ambiance, stereo spatial image placement
and tasteful, creative use of processing /FX
on tracks like "Victim or the Crime" and
"Picasso Moon" clearly show attention to
detail and long hours thinking clean
thoughts.
Of special interest: Pay attention to
the final cut on the album: "I Will Take
You Home :' The music box (real, sampled
or synthesized?), backed by piano and an
as- good-as -it-gets string sample is not the
Dead you've heard before. Think what you
will of the Grateful Dead's past musical
flavorings, this album is sonically modern
without losing the essence of what makes
them unique.

album, "Built to Last;' was no exception.
The band was eager to try new and different techniques of recording and arranging. It was a privilege to be the associate
producer with the likes of Jerry Garcia and
John Cutler.
Generally, the arrangements for each
tune were worked out at Club Front, the
Dead's studio in San Rafael, CA, where we
recorded on a Studer A880 using a Neve
V Series console. Each writer would bring
in his tune and teach it to the band. When
everyone had a general idea of what the
tune was about, Jerry, Bob Weir and Brent
Mydland worked out the specifics of the
arrangement. A drum machine provided
an elegant metronome for their work.
The complexity of the drum programming depended on the tune. For some
tunes, all we needed was a 4 -bar groove
that could sit in the background as they
played and experimented with different
parts. Other tunes required specific percussion accents or syncopations that the
band wanted to hear over certain sections.
When the overall form of the tune had
been sketched out, the tune's singer put
a guide instrumental and vocal track down
to the drum machine. Once these guide
tracks were in place, the rest of the band
worked out their parts. The arrangement
and parts defined, the song was placed in
the hands of the drummers, Bill Kreutzmann and Mickey Hart. They added their
parts while listening to the other instruments and an occasional click track.
Once the drummers had established the
"human groove;' everyone readdressed
their parts. The drum machine was no
longer listened to and the integration of
the entire tune was considered. Slave reels
were generated for band members to
work on their parts in their home studios
or at Club Front. When everyone was happy with a part, it was done, whether the
part was recorded at the initial ensemble
stage or alone in a private studio. The final stages were the background and lead
vocals, and the mixing.
Bob Bralove is a San Francisco-based synthesist/program
mer and producer, previously with Stevie Wonder.
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Although this may sound like we had a
formal and systematic way of working,
there weren't any hard -and-fast rules. Any
player could ask to record with any other
player, or record alone, or try any kind of
changes he wanted to.
Below are technical considerations for
some of the tunes.
"Foolish Heart ": This is a great example of Mickey Hart's use of percussion in
a more traditional way. For this album, he
dug into his enormous collection of percussion instruments from all over the
world. There were many hours spent testing shakers, panderas, tambourines or
wood blocks to get exactly the right colors
for each of the tunes.
In some cases, the sounds were sampled
using an Akai 51000 and played back
through MIDI triggers. Other times, they
were played live, and there were still other times when Mickey wanted an exact
doubling of something Bill Kreutzmann
was playing. The sounds were layered in,
using Bill's drums as triggers, and
remapped to allow for processing delays
in the trigger -to -MIDI conversion.
"Just a Little Light ": Brent Mydland's
original keyboard parts were retained
from the ensemble recording, but the
sounds were changed using the MIDI recording. The horn stabs were added as an
overdub, but the electric piano string-like
sound was a reorchestration of the original part.
"Built to Last ": People familiar with our
recent shows know that Jerry Garcia has
been experimenting with a MIDI guitar.
Here, he played a piccolo trumpet solo.
"Blow Away ": This tune has quite a few
synth and organ overdubs. There's a high
part doubling the piano on the choruses
that was an interesting MIDI exercise. I
had recorded the full piano parts in the
Mac and had to extract just the upper sections of the right-hand parts, transpose
them up an octave, sync them back to tape
and lay in the new part.
"I Will Take You Home": Brent initially
played this on his MIDIed Yamaha grand
piano. I tracked the MIDI on the Macintosh and created a sampled music box.
(The original notes are taken from a music version of Beethoven's "Moonlight
Sonata.") I added strings from the same piano performance and Phil Lesh added
bass. Jerry plays that French horn sound
through a MIDIed guitar, and the soft mallet rolls on the cymbals were panned
across the stereo field.
RE/P1
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The DR

-2'"

Digital Hard Disk Recorder
Lots of companies build digital
workstations these days and they all
have three problems in common. They
aren't cheap, they aren't simple and
they don't connect to the rest of the

world.

The DR -2, from Alpha Audio Automation Systems is an uncommon digital
disk-based recorder. The DR-2 is inexpensive, works like a two track and
interfaces like a video deck. A very
practical solution to some very common problems.

The DR -2 works just like your typical
center track timecode audio tape recorder. In fact, it may be helpful to
think of the DR -2's memory as CD
quality timecoded audio tape. With
one BIG difference. You can locate to
any point on the "tape" in less than
1/10 of a second.

Punch in and punch out on the subframe, cue and review. The DR -2 has no learning curve. No training cost. This is high technology with no lost time. If you're fast on a two track, you'll fly with
The
DR -2.

The friendly nature of the DR -2 extends beyond its "tape recorder" controls. Because the DR
two serial ports that speak Sony P2 protocol, the most widely used serial protocol in the video -2 has
world.
So the DR -2 fits into any editing system just the way a video deck would. And in some
ways that a
video deck never could.

Put your sound effects library on line with random access. Do edits with instant recue. Stack DR -2's
under editor control to create digital mag machines and multitracks. Use the DR -2 as a stand alone
recorder with the optional remote control. The DR -2 has applications in music production, audio
for
video, and television and radio broadcast.
For about the cost of a two track mastering deck, you can have the DR -2 ready to record
30 minutes
of 44.1kHz 16 -bit stereo audio with time code. Or 60 minutes of mono. Double the storage
to 60
minutes stereo with the optional 720 megabyte hard disk. Add optional digital I/O in all the major
formats.
For further information contact:

Alpha
Audio®
Automation Systems

/

2049 W. Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220 U.S.A.

Phone: (804) 358 -3852
FAX: (804) 358 -9496

See us at
NAB Booth #
6701 -6704

The DR -2 is the logical evolution of the
common two track studio workhorse. A
sensible step into the realm of digital
fidelity, speed and control. The DR -2 is
high technology in a practical package
that works right out of the box. What
an uncommon idea!

Alpha Audio and The BOSS' are registered trademarks of Alpha Recording
Corporation. DR -2TM is a trademark of Alpha Recording Corporation.
Copyright © 1989 Alpha Audia''
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MANAGING MIDI
By Paul D. Lehrman

Doctor, Doctor

Igot

a call the other day from a downtown studio. Actually, I should say the other night was already in bed. The owner was frantic. The studio had invested
many thousands of dollars into an
elaborate computerized SMPTE-compatible MIDI setup, and here it was several
months down the road and they still
couldn't get any of it to work.
The dealer who had sold them the stuff
couldn't figure out what was wrong. The
studio engineers had read all the manuals, but this only confused them. Could I
please help?
I told him to calm down, and had him
tell me what equipment he was using and
how he had it wired. It sounded like he
had tried to match two pieces of gear that
I knew were essentially incompatible, so
I told him to disconnect one of them and
substitute a different piece he had on hand
that could do the same job. He should call
me the next day if this didn't work, and
I'd be happy to come in and check it out.
When I hung up, I wondered how his situation had gotten this bad. I also won-

-I

dered about the state of MIDI support in
general. Every engineer in the recording
business knows something about audio
electronics, and what you don't know can
easily be found elsewhere. Either your studio has a technical support staff, the dealer
you buy from has a crackerjack service
person on board, or the manufacturer of
the piece you're having trouble with has
a helpful tech -support department.
Also, in many cities there are independent technicians who have the benefit of
training courses given by the major hardware manufacturers. They will come in
and take care of problems on a contract
or "as-needed" basis.
When it comes to MIDI, however, the situation is very different. MIDI items like
synthesizers, modules, interfaces and software programs are small- ticket items, and
they change very rapidly. It's hard for
manufacturers to justify training anyone
Paul Lehrman is RE/P's electronic music consulting editor
and is a Boston -based producer, electronic musician and

free -lance writer.

outside the company, knowing they'll have
to do it all over again in six months.
Likewise, dealers aren't going to commit many man -hours to learning every
new product that comes through the door;
the small profit margins simply don't justify it. Audio equipment conforms to certain easily definable standards. If a device's
input is labelled " +4 balanced, pin 3 hot;'
you know exactly what kind of signal to
send to it, and how it will respond to that
signal.

It's hard for MIDI
manufacturers to justify
training anyone outside
the company, knowing
they'll have to do it all
over again in six
months.
If, on the other hand, it says "MIDI In;'
all you know is that it will do something
when it receives MIDI data. But what it
will do -and whether that data should be

notes, controllers, program changes, time
code and /or system -exclusive-is an open
question. To make matters worse, the vast
majority of problems facing MIDI users
don't involve getting a particular piece of
gear to work. They involve getting it to
work along with everything else in the
room.
When the computer in your console
goes down, the manufacturer will have
procedures for fixing the problem and will
be happy to walk you through them. But
when your MIDI system starts spewing out
random data and erasing all your sequences, there's often no easy way to
know what is at fault, or even where to
start looking.
Certainly IBM or Atari or Apple aren't
going to help. The MIDI standard notwithstanding, it's true that some MIDI gear has
trouble interacting with other MIDI gear.
Manufacturers are surprisingly myopic
about that fact. Rarely will a manual accompanying a piece of MIDI gear tell you
much about how that item is supposed to
work with other items.
If you call a manufacturer's technical support department, you will invariably
be told that their equipment is not to
blame, and something else in your system
must be screwed up. The reaction of most
studios to this situation is to try to become
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as MIDI -self-sufficient as possible. But
that's not easy. You can make your engineering staff read all the hardware and
software manuals, although they probably
don't have any more time for that than the
salesman in the music store. There are
plenty of "Intro to MIDI" books on the
market, but given that MIDI development
moves much faster than the wheels of the

publishing industry, most of these books
are obsolete as soon as they hit the stands.
But just as few studios would care to
learn absolutely everything about their
computerized mixdown and digital editing systems, trying to learn everything
about MIDI can be an exercise in futility.
Although MIDI equipment is relatively
cheap, that doesn't mean it's not every bit
as high -tech as everything else in the
studio.
Therefore, you might think, there should
be a growing market for a new type of
technical consultant, a MIDI Support Specialist, or "MIDI Doctor :' But except for a
few folks who do this sort of work as a
sideline (including yours truly), this job category doesn't seem to exist: There are no
classified ads in the back of RE /P promoting the services of "East Coast MIDI Support" or something like that.
Why not? The supply is there; there are
plenty of MIDI-studio owners (many of
whom work independently out of their
homes) who have gone through their own
trials by fire, and who would be happy to
help others avoid the same. In addition,
schools and colleges all over the country
are turning out MIDI -literate graduates by
the hundreds, at least a few of whom have
enough of a knack for the technology to
be successful at this kind of work.

When your MIDI system

starts spewing out
random data, there's no
easy way to know what
is at fault, or even
where to start looking.
But the demand apparently is not there,
and the reason for that apparently has
more to do with most studios' image of
themselves, and of MIDI, than with the
real world. MIDI is supposed to be a
democratizing force -anyone with a couple of thousand bucks and a desire to
make music can set up a MIDI studio. It's
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cheap, it's fun, and a 5- year -old can do it.
A studio that prides itself on its professionalism might well feel that it doesn't need
to hire a MIDI consultant any more than
it needs to find a specialist to change the
light bulbs.

studio might feel that
it doesn't need to hire a
MIDI consultant any
more than it needs to
find a specialist to
change the light bulbs.
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of the pro -audio world, but it could save
them a lot of time and money.
As for my friend downtown, he never
called back. I guess I solved his problem
for him. Now I wonder -do I send him a
bill?

Maybe it's time it did. MIDI really isn't all
that simple, and to make it work at a
professional level requires professionallevel knowledge and experience.
Studios shouldn't be afraid to seek out
individuals with that knowledge, and benefit from it. The idea may not fit in with
their image of MIDI as the "poor sister"

A

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

COAXIALS

But as Groucho Marx once said, "Get me
a 5- year-old
can't make head or tail of
this!" Interfacing MIDI equipment with
professional audio gear in complex ways
for complex production tasks is not easy.
Engineers accustomed to plugging in new
tape machines, microphones and signal
processors without any hassles are surprised when they find out how many
things can go wrong when they try to
throw together synthesizers, samplers,
hard -disk editors, automated mixing consoles, processors, SMPTE readers, and video and audio decks.
While at the most basic levels MIDI has
established itself pretty firmly, the standard is still very much in flux out at the
cutting edge. A good MIDI specialist will
know what's going on at the fringes
more than you will, and even more than

-I

-

the manufacturers will.
There's also the issue of money. Studios
that have shelled out thousands of dollars
for MIDI equipment understandably feel
a bit cheated when confronted with the
fact that more money has to be spent to
hire someone to teach the staff how to use
it. With conventional audio gear, this initial setup and instruction is usually handled by the dealer, and the studio only
pays if something goes wrong after the
warranty expires.
With MIDI stuff, what goes wrong usually happens right at the start. Invariably,
dealers are powerless to do anything about
it (especially if, as is commonplace in the
highly price -conscious musical -instrument
business, the dealer is several hundred
miles away). With so many studios using
MIDI systems, it's surprising that the MIDI
Doctor has not become a common
phenomenon in the recording industry.

120 °Angle Dispersion

True Compression Driver
Precision Annular -Ring Phasing Plug
provides smooth response to 22 kHz.

Superior high frequency definition
both On and Off Axis

Powerful Low Frequency
Response

Easy Field Repairs
Precision Drop -in Diaphragms.
Same day shipment of Recone Kits!

Thiele -Small parameters optimized
for solid bass down to 40 Hz.

Made

High Power Capacity

In

America

Designed, manufactured and shipped
from our plant in Southern California

8" -150 Watts, 10" -200 Watts,
12" -300 Watts, band -limited pink noise

Distribution Limited to Sound Contractors
& OEM Systems Builders

Crossover Flexibility
with one of our
Phase -Coherent Passive Crossovers
Use Bi- Amped, or

For further information contact:

Three Standard Sizes
models that fit
Industry standard mounting systems
8 "- 10 " -12"

A

U

D

Reliable Construction
Edgewound Ribbon Voice coils on High
Temperature Kapton /Nomex forms
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162 E. Orangethorpe, Placentia, CA 92670

TEL: 714-961 -1213 FAX: 714 -96, -0869
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SPARS ON -LINE
By Steve Lawson

Workstations for
Broadcast
Production

Changing technology

is the only constant in our industry, and those with educated foresight are those who will prosper from the ongoing technical advances.
In the relatively short history of audio recording, big changes have come quickly
from cylinder to disc, to wire, to tape.
From full -track mono, we moved to 3track and 4-track formats with the obvious production and mixing benefits. More
tracks were what we wanted and needed;
along came eight and 16, quickly followed
by 24. Plates and springs replaced too
many echo chambers. Noise reduction did
away with tape hiss. Then we w elcomed
computers.
Computers, in fact, took over the studio.
They paved the way for synchronization,
which allowed us to lock our various machines together. They controlled our consoles through automation. Not only could
we fine -tune our work; we could easily
recreate a sound mix two weeks later,
making the inevitable production revisions
and variations easy to accomplish.
Computer technology brought us great
digital reverb units and delays, and we
could simulate the ambiance of a large
hall or a small room with the twist of a
knob. We kissed our small spring reverbs
goodbye and forgot about the hassles of
tape delay. We were thrilled with these
new toys, and we thought we had found
recording heaven.
Then came the biggest change of all
digital recordipg. As I recall, we didn't exactly rush in with our checkbooks, did we?
Remember that last New York Waldorf
AES Convention? We didn't quite grasp the
concept. "You record sound on 3/4 -inch
videotape? Why? How? Bits of data? Zeros and ones? What do you mean I can't
edit it ?"
I doubt that many could have foreseen

-
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Steve Lawson is president of Steve Lawson Productions,
Seattle, and a SPARS director,
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the remarkable changes that would sweep
across the entire industry, but recording
onto 3/4-inch videotape became the norm
for CD mastering. Many studios bought
the Sony F-1 digital processor, which was
inexpensive and small. We adjusted to the
need for a VCR for data storage, but there
was frustration because you still couldn't
edit with the degree of accuracy necessary
in sophisticated audio post.
The digital audio workstation has
changed forever the way we approach production. These marvels of computer
science sound great, but so does analog.
Simply choosing to use a digital workstation for better fidelity is mighty costly at
best. Although digital recording is wonderful, it's the workstation aspect that is truly revolutionary.
No one would have switched from a
typewriter to a word processor if all it did
was print a page. But just as a word processor allows the editing, repositioning
and effortless manipulation of the written
word, the digital workstation allows you
to cut, paste, move change and merge
sound. The advertising agency producer
is in a big hurry and wants to hear take
1? Just click on it. He wants to hear how
the beginning of take 42 sounds with the
end of take 27? Click on that.
It's as fast as the point- and -click of a
mouse, or the twist of a knob and the push
and
of a button. No rewind, no chasing
no waiting, which is the name of the
game.
The digital workstation is a dream come
true for the production engineer. Recording, editing and multitrack layup are finally interrelated. Sound is converted to digital data and is stored on hard disks. Once
stored, it can be edited to your heart's delight without destroying your original recording. There's no more searching
through the waste basket for that elusive
half-inch of tape you thought you would
never need again. The engineer has a
massive library of music, dialogue and effects at his fingertips, and instantaneous
manipulation is made easy.
Sound effects can be placed in real time
as on a multitrack recorder, or by time reference. If your initial placement isn't right,
there is no need to re -lay. Just move it a
few frames. Wait: We're starting to talk like
video editors. We're even starting to think
like video editors: hours, minutes, seconds,
frames and sub-frames.
You're ready to buy several, aren't you.
Slow down. Now is the time to do your
homework. For the production studio, a
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workstation is likely to be the biggest purchase you'll ever make. Digest all the literature, and get a personal demonstration
on the units that interest you most. Make
a note of what you like and dislike about
each. Talk to owners. Ask how well they
work, how often they crash and how
responsive the manufacturer is when a
machine does crash. Ask if the machine
is making them any money.
Then, choose the device that works best
for you, your engineers and your clients.
And plan to pay it off quickly, as you never
know when the newer, better and cheaper will be thrust upon us. Yours will still
work great. But that studio down the
street will certainly buy the new one, if
only to make your life miserable.
In September of 1989, SPARS members
from around the country met in Chicago
to see the latest from our advisory members, the manufacturers who build these
machines. We saw presentations from
AMS, DAR, Lexicon, New England Digital, SSL and WaveFrame. We spoke to the
manufacturers between presentations and
had informal conversations between
breakfast, lunch and dinner. And they
spoke to each other, discussing their common problems and opportunities. We
spoke of such concerns as our need for
standards that would allow one company's
machine to talk with another's.
It is through this type of dialogue that
we, the users, can participate in the evoluation of new technologies. We all left
Chicago feeling that we had gained valuable insight into an exciting future.
As technology changes, the recording
business inevitably becomes more complex. Membership in SPARS gives you a
crucial edge by exposing you to new information and new ideas while they are
still in the formative stages. SPARS is a
communication network, an open forum
where you can share and learn.
Believe me, digital workstations are here
to stay, and they do sound great. But that's
only the icing on the cake. The digital
workstation is changing not only the way
our work sounds, but how it gets through
the production labyrinth to the final master. If you aren't yet a member of SPARS,
join us to help make the changes that will
work best for you in the 1990s.

RE/P
SPARS stands for the Society of Professional Audio Recording Services. For information on activities or membership,
contact SPARS at 4300 10th Ave. N., Lake worth, FL 33461;
407- 461.6648; fax 407- 642-8263.
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EVE LAWSON. Producer /Writer /Founder, Steve Lawson Productions, Seattle. Credits range from an EMMY award winning score for the film Choices to complete soundtracks for commercial clients like Boeing
Weyerhaumr to album projects for Cyndi Lauper and the Steve Miller Band. New England Digital equipment owned: An 8 -track POSTPRO" RECORDER/EDITOR.

o (tiares wins.

"We are absolutely oriented towards our

ients. The decision to purchase our PostPro was a logical extension of that attitude: we bought

for our customers. Machinery never replaces the need for great ideas. But the PostPro does
ake it easier for great ideas to happen: instant locating, instant editing, instant gratification.
gives the client so many options. Our time is spent creatively- instead of wrestling with the

echanics of production."

ewqgJand

Digit

PostPro is a trademark of New England Digital. © 1989 New England Digital. 49 N. Main St.. Box 546 White River Junction, VT 05001 Tel: (802) 295 -5800
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Not your average woofer and tweeter.
Loudspeakers are wholly manmade devices. In the evolutionary
calendar of man, the loudspeaker is
just milliseconds old. By sheer
ingenuity, man has refined a system
which is capable of mimicking
natural sounds.
The degree of realism, and
hence the quality of natural reproduction, can simply be defined as
characteristics added to the original
sound. The quantification of these
clues given to the human ear,
decipher whether the sound is real

or reproduced by a loudspeaker on
the end of an audio system.
The design and production of
high quality loudspeakers is
dependent on being able to

measure, assess and therefore, rank and quantify
these added characteristics. Having assessed the
characteristics, the next
and most important step
is to select materials and
techniques which will minimize or eliminate these

Circle (13) on Rapid Facts Card

added characteristics altogether.

Differential Material Technol-

ogy- An essential in the realization of
Advanced Reference Monitoring.
For more information on
Differential Material Tech nology call or write:

TWIt3Y

Tannoy / TGI North America Inc.
Bill Calma
300 Gage Ave.. Unit 1, Kitchener.
Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8
(519) 745 -1158 Telex 069 -55328
Fax (519) 745 -2364

c/o
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-type Neumanns are often among the most prized possessiol
E-1 ube
dio can own As with all equipment, they occasionally need mainte
For some reason, many technicians capable of repairing complica.,u circuits in tape machines or consoles shy away from even the simplest microphone repair. Considering the simplicity of the circuits, this reticence
seems unfounded.
Many times, we have fixed tube -type mics and power supplies by replacing their decades-old resistors and capacitors. Broken wires and dirty capsules (diaphragms) are also common problems.
We do not recommend that you start cleaning your own diaphragms, but many other repairs should present no real problem. With a few mics, gaining access to the interior requires some familiarity with their construction. But most come apart with
the simple application of a quality jeweler's screwdriver.
A word of caution: Try not to puncture the diaphragm with your screwdriver, and
don't strip the screws that hold the mic together. Many of the microphones are constructed in such a way that the threads screw into the mic body, instead of being unscrewed from it. We use jeweler's screwdrivers made by Starett, and these seem quite
acceptable. Don't use cheap tools on your expensive mics! And don't lose those little
parts. They can be very hard to find.

Connections

CARING FOR
VACUUM TUBE

When rebuilding mic systems, one common problem is the connectors into and
out of the power supplies. Most often, we
replace the old Tuchel and custom connectors with 5- or 6-pin XLR connectors and
put a matching XLR on the cable coming
from the mic.
Dan Alexander and James Gangwer are with Dan Alexander
Audio, Berkeley, CA.

NEUMANNS
Dan Alexander
and James Gangwer

A By

Straightforward advice for
improving and repairing your
tube -type Neumann microphones.
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PIN 4 (M49 and KM 200 SERIES)
PIN 2 (KM)
150M

200k

PIN 3 (M49 and KM)
PIN 7 (KM 200 SERIES)

300k

-

0V

Figure

1. Partial schematic

of stock Neumann M49, M50 and KM

22k

Series microphones.

PIN 4 (M49 and
KM 200 SERIES)
PIN 2 (KM)
PIN 3 (M49 and KM)
PIN 7
(KM 200 SERIES)

4V HEATER

150M

25V
6V

0V

Figure 2. Partial schematic of M49, M50 and KM Series mics after modification
AC701K vacuum tube circuitry.

It's nice to replace the old cable with
Mogami or some other high-quality, lowresistance wire, but that requires rewiring
the connector that goes into the microphone. That's sometimes a chore, as you
have to figure out how to get it apart to
begin with. Most of the old Tuchel connectors for the Neumann mics can still be obtained, but some of the custom -made connectors for the old AKG's are not so easily
found.
Once you have taken the connectors
apart, it's relatively easy to build a new
cable from the old parts. It helps to have
a schematic, but careful notetaking will
suffice in a pinch. The cables are mostly
straight-through connections, but it can be
confusing when you are changing both
the connectors.
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ply current is very important, so use at
least as much capacitance as the original
supply provided.
Most manufacturers had the foresight to
use variable ac voltage- tapped transformers in their supplies, but there are some
(for example, the Neumann N52A) that
were strictly 220V. Here you can use a
commonly available 110/220 step -up
transformer between the ac and the supply. You should not use the very small autoformers intended for traveling electric
razors! Get a 40W to 80W (or larger) transformer from your local electronic supply
house. It should cost from $15 to $30.
You can run more than one 220V power supply from a single step -up transformer by using a power strip. Label the strip
well do not plug any 110V gear into the
220Vac! However, it won't hurt anything
if you plug 220V gear into 110V, although
it will make your mics sound awfully
noisy.
When you change the voltage on a power supply from 220V to 110V, you will have
to double the value of the internal fuse.
Although they are more expensive than
a U.S.-style fuse, the smaller European style fuses are available from a decent
electronics supply house. Or you can try
an imported auto repair shop.

of Telefunken

We always change the audio output of
the power supply to a male 3 -pin XLR, if
the mic wasn't supplied with one originally. This sometimes requires construction
of a small metal plate to hold the XLR, as
the original connectors were often larger
than the XLR. It's not too difficult, but it
helps to have the proper hole punch and
a drill press. We often replace the ac connectors with a captive ac cord. Be sure to
use sufficient strain relief when doing so.
Leaky filter capacitors in power supplies
is a common problem, and finding direct
replacements can be difficult. It is not the
value as much as the mounting and size
that presents difficulty. We sometimes
have to secure replacement caps with a
gob of silicon glue or some epoxy cement.
Remember, the filtering of the power sup-

A mod for less noise
With the intent of improving the noise
characteristics of these valuable microphones, here is a bias modification that
Neumann developed for its M49, M50 and
KM series of tube mics. We do this particular mod to all of these models that we
sell. In the manufacturer's terminology, we
are modifying an M49 or M49B to an
M49C, or a KM54A to a KM54AC. The end
result will be a noticeable reduction to the
noise of the microphone.
The M49, M50 and KM types use the
Telefunken AC 701K vacuum tube. Bias
modification of the AC701 microphones
requires that you separate the cathode (K)
from the heater lead (F1) and connect it
to a resistor in parallel with a cathode bypass capacitor to ground. The resistor value for KM or M49/M50 mics is 2.2k, and
the capacitor is about 25µF at 6V. The
desired effect is to have 1.6V from the
cathode to ground, as this was found to
produce the lowest noise level.
For those readers who have not seen
one, the AC701 is a tube with leads instead
of pins. The leads are fairly fragile. There
is one lead coming from the top of the
tube and four from the bottom. The four

SONEX. Peak sound control
leads from the bottom of the tube are arranged in a square pattern about the circular bottom surface of the tube. There is
a spot of red paint next to one of the leads
that identifies it as the plate (anode) lead.
The leads are arranged, clockwise, in the
following order:
A: anode (red spot).
F2: heater ground.
K: cathode lead.
Fl: heater lead.
The biggest challenge is separating the
leads of the AC701 without breaking them
off. In the original assembly, the leads are
soldered together and curled into loops.
You must be careful when uncurling and
desoldering them. We suggest placing a
medium-sized alligator clip on the leads
as close to the body of the tube as possible, in order to isolate the base of the leads
from bending while you are straightening
them out.
In addition to separating the leads from
each other and adding the necessary
parts, there are some parts to be removed.
Where the cathode and heater leads were
connected, a 200k resistor is wired in series with a 300k resistor to ground and a
0.01µF capacitor to ground. From the grid
lead (single wire from the top of the tube)
there is a 150meg resistor that connects
between the 200k and 300k resistors mentioned previously. The tandem 200/300k
resistors should also be removed. The
150meg resistor should run to ground.
In the M49 /M50 series, the 200/300k
tandem resistors are located on a pair of
terminals to the left of the bottom of the
AC701. You should use these terminals to
mount the new parts. Before you run the
newly straightened cathode lead over to
them, put a piece of shrink tubing or sleeving on it to insulate it from the other leads
because it will have to go under the other leads to get to the terminal.
In the KM -type mics, the 200/300k tandem resistors are located on the little circuit board that fits over the transformer.
This is also a convenient place to put the
new parts, if you have ones that are small
enough to fit. Be careful to use the pads
that the original resistors use, as you don't
want to connect them to anything live.
Using a little care, you should be able
to improve the noise spec of your AC701
mics without affecting the beautiful sound
in any way.
One final word: To keep your mics
founding lovely, always use a wind screen
when recording vocals.
REM

Nothing controls sound better than the famous anechoic peaks of
SONEX acoustic foam. Control reverb, reflections and resonances to
leave just the true sound. Distributed by: Alpha Audio Acoustics,
2049 West Broad St., Richmond, VA 23220
Call (804) 35 &3852
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success on a grand scale. The success
of one man, Michel Drucker, who has topped the TV
ratings in France for 12 years with his show "The
Champs Elysee;' a Saturday night spectacular combin-

This is a story of

Sandwiched between
the U.S. Embassy
and the Champs
Elysee in Paris is
one of the most
amiable television
studios in the world,
not by chance but by
design.

ing talk, music and comedy. Every week, the show is
seen by 60 million people in 35 countries and is
renowned for the celebrities that it attracts: Clint Eastwood, Elton John and Sylvester Stallone, to name three.
Not content with just presenting the show, Drucker has become
increasingly involved with the operational and business affairs of
the studio. He now owns the studio, its equipment and the rights
to the show itself. This monopoly gives Drucker complete control
over the show. Consequently, he can offer his guests not only a trip
to Paris on the Concorde and a day's shopping on the Rue du
Faubourg Saint -Honore, but also provide the perfect atmosphere
for uncandid conversation and spontaneous musical performance.
Before Drucker took control of the show, the studio had a poor
reputation for its in -house sound. The first step in Drucker's master
plan to provide the ultimate studio atmosphere was to employ the
best sound engineers and install the best house and stage monitoring
system. In this way, every performer would have the same
monitoring quality and volume that they were used to on stage.
This was a difficult task, considering the diversity of performers that
the show takes on board.
The second stage was to discard the OB vans normally used for
transmission and build a complete recording and post -production
facility within the studio complex, so that the show could be

prerecorded and then transmitted after editing and sweetening.
Although the design brief was fairly straightforward, the variety
of musical styles to be accommodated made the choice of suitable
equipment quite difficult, particularly as the engineers had suffered
from poor equipment in the past. It was obvious that expert advice
Peter Jostins is a London -based studio owner, producer, design consultant and free -lance writer.
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was needed. Drucker called upon Lazare
Electronic to specify and install the necessary equipment. Lazare Electronic has
years of experience in installation and also
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manufactures PA and recording equipment, so it was the logical choice for the
installation.

After much deliberation and on-site tests
of equipment, the design spec was completed. In 1988, during the summer shutdown of just 10 weeks, the studio was
transformed from a simple show stage and
lighting rig to a complete recording and
post -production facility.

FRONT OF HOUSE

SEATING

SEATING

Soundlrao

Fig 1. Stage and House
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Figure

1.

Monitoring

The building work
The first stage in redevelopment was to
remove the partition walls to the front of
the studio, which was originally the kitchen. Once the space had been cleared, a
new concrete floor was laid; partition walls
enclosing the audio and video control
rooms were erected. To maintain isolation,
these partition walls were also made of
concrete. However, to ensure clear visual
communications between the video and
audio control rooms, the two were built
back to back, separated by a glass par-

tition.

Stage and house monitoring.

Audience Feed

UREI EQUALISER

DRAWMER DF 320
NOISE FILTER

LAZARE LPS 500

POWER AMPLIFIER

The walls were then plastered and
acoustic tiles were mounted on 3 -inch battens with rockwool in between. Even the
corridors were treated in this way to minimize the noise made by footsteps. The
false floor, consisting of 15 -inch square
flooring slabs, was then fitted with each
slab mounted on aluminum pods. Each
pod was then electrically earthed with
copper braid to ensure against ground effects and static. Also mounted beneath the
floor were the, audio video cable ducts,
with access hatches at regular intervals
and junction boxes at the entrance of each
room.
Finally, the suspended ceiling, made of
acoustic ceiling tiles, was fitted along with
flush- mounted lighting and brackets for
the video and loudspeaker monitors.

In -house monitoring
During a typical show, the studio will
play host to a rock band one minute and
an aging French cabaret star the next, so
the monitoring equipment must be flexible enough to accommodate all styles of
performance. Moreover, it must be able to

8 Ohm Pioneer Speakers fitted with 100 Ohm Line Transformers

Figure 2. Seat monitoring system used with lowlier mics.
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deliver large amounts of power to excite
the audience and performers, yet not be
so large that it dominates the stage set.
As a result, the monitoring specified is a
blend of rock 'n' roll PA and TV amplification, carefully chosen for its power/size
ratio and its flexibility.
Gilles Hugo, the front-of-house engineer,
says, "Before I started here, the relationship between the sound engineers and the
performers was very poor, particularly

Dolby SR. The sound investment
for analog multitracks.
When everyone else was making noise about
digital, we quietly developed Dolby SR. But it's no
secret: Dolby SR makes analog multitrack recording
a cost-effective alternative to digital.

Auto Compare feature lets you instantly verify frequency response and playback calibration.
And editing is as convenient as ever, with no need
for special equipment.

Improves the preferred sound of analog

Worldwide acceptance

At both 15 and 30 ips, Dolby SR
dramatically increases headroom,
and virtually eliminates tape hiss
and modulation noise. Dynamic
range is improved by more than
25 dB over unassisted analog, preserving all the warmth and purity
of the original sound.

Tapes recorded with Dolby SR
can go anywhere, anytime,. In fact,
with more than 25,000 channels in
over 30 countries, analog with
Dolby SR is a firmly-established
format you can't afford to ignore.
Put

Increases the return on your investment

Dolby SR upgrades your multitrack at a fraction of digital's cost. Add our Model
XP SR (configured for up to 24 channels), or update an
existing Dolby mainframe with plug -in SR modules.
If you are in the market for a new multitrack, Otari
and Studer offer models with Dolby SR built-in.

it to the test

Call your Dolby dealer to
arrange for a demo at your facility.
Hear for yourself why Dolby SR is
the sound investment for analog multitracks in
today's competitive marketplace.

00 Dolby
100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813. Phone 415-558- 0200, Telex 34409, FAX 415- 863-1373.346

Simple to use

Set-up is quick and easy with Dolby SR. A unique

Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP, Phone 01-720 -1111, Telex 919109. FAX 01- 720-4118. Dolby and the Double -D

symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. ® Dolby Laboratories Inc., 1989. S89í8676
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where rock bands were concerned. The
engineers would provide the artists with
a quiet and distant monitor and then ask
them to keep it down! The first thing we
did was to request better stage and house
monitors and more comprehensive
consoles.
"This didn't automatically bring in the
right equipment. In fact, we had to try out
numerous speakers and amplifiers, and
about 10 consoles, before we decided on
the most suitable equipment. Eventually
we chose the Renkus Heinz SR series
monitors powered by Lazare Electronic
LPS 500 amplifiers and Renkus Heinz X22
processors :'
The monitors are flown in at either side
of the studio flush with the lighting gantry and arranged as two SR2s for front -ofhouse, two SR2s for mid -house, four SRIs
for stage and a pair of SR2s as portable
side fills on the stage area. (See Figure 1.)
Each of the monitors is bi -amped and fed
in pairs via a Renkus X22 processor. The
processors and amplifiers are mounted in
a vented amp rack above the stage.
In addition to the flown monitors, 20
Renkus/APG standard wedge monitors
and six APG micro wedge monitors were
supplied to cover all eventualities of onstage monitoring. With such a large
amount of wedge monitors, and with so
many scene changes within the show, it
was necessary to provide speaker outlets
on the stage so that monitors could be
moved and re- patched quickly. Consequently, Lazare installed permanent
speaker wiring from the 30 power amps
mounted above the stage to the submerged stage boxes below. An XLR patchbay is located at the side of the stage for
patching to the relevant amplifier. This use
of permanent amplifier wiring also
reduced the number of cables on stage
and kept wiring out of camera shot.
Hugo says, "Of course, having chosen
the equipment, we had to convince the
filming crew that in some cases it is necessary to place a couple of wedges in camera shot so that the bands could hear
themselves properly:'
Given Drucker's determination to improve the studio in the eyes of the performers, the filming crew agreed that the
wedges were necessary and now the studio has an enviable reputation for its inhouse sound.
For normal programming (chat show,
comedy, etc.), Sennheiser SK 2012 lavalier
microphones were supplied, but as with
most lavalier microphones, the problem
of feedback occasionally reared its head.
The engineers at Lazare Electronic developed a unique system for audience
monitoring. They attached 50 small loudspeakers, normally found in automobiles,
to the rear of the audience seats. Each of
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Second Wave studia

these speakers was fitted with a 1000 line
transformer; all were then fed in parallel
from a UREI equalizer, Drawmer noise filter and Lazare Electronic LPS 500 amplifier. (See Figure 2.) The result is an apparently omniphonic sound field with
excellent speech intelligibility and no disconcerting monitor speakers pointing at
the audience or in camera shot. In addition, the seating acts as a baffle for the
speaker, amplifying and directing the
sound at the audience rather than the
stage, and increasing the sound pressure
level before feedback.
The remaining house equipment was
mounted in a open -windowed booth at the
rear of the audience seating. The main
mix is controlled from within the booth
via a Soundtracs MX console with 40 inputs, along with a vertically mounted
Soundtracs FM 8/4/2 console for submixing strings and providing foldback to the
dressing room and foyer. Monitoring within the booth is via Yamaha NS 10M monitors; a comprehensive rack of effects provides extra coloration of the in -house
sound for the audiences benefit.
As far as microphones are concerned,
the studio was already equipped with almost every microphone ever manufactured. Radio microphones, however, had
been a problem in the past, and the ones

used were either ugly or bulky in appearance or they were only useful for speech
or for singing, not both. Fortunately, the
Sennheiser range of hand -held radio mics
satisfied all criteria, being both small and
attractive, and responsive to both speech
and singing. Ten SK4031 mics and EM
1036 receivers were installed, operating
between 670kHz and 702kHz. The signal
from the EM 1036 receivers, which are
housed in a 19 -inch rack in the control
room, are then distributed via tie lines to
the control room, front of house booth and
stage.
Finally, communications between stage,
control room and the front of house booth
is via a network with full duplex transmit
and receive on each station. Through the
network any station can call any of the
other 12 stations on the network. In addition, a Clearcom system is used for priority
communication between Drucker, the producer and Hugo so that any problems on
stage can be relayed quickly without being mixed up with the normal, technical
communications lines.

Control room monitoring
Situated behind the video control room
is the sound control room where the main
sound sources are mixed and sent to the
video recorders, or to the transmitter,

when the show is live. At the heart of the
control room is a Soundtracs ERIC console
with 48 inputs. The ERIC console is digitally routed with digital control of mutes
on all channels, auxiliary sends and monitors, and also digital control of input
switching. Digitally routed consoles are
becoming increasingly popular in live applications due to their capability to be programmed during rehearsals, but they are
not commonly used for television. Hugo
says the ERIC was chosen for its versatility.
"The console obviously has all of the
necessary facilities in terms of EQ, aux
sends, etc. Using the digital routing we can
program the console during rehearsal and
then reconfigure it during the show by
pushing a single button;' he says. "But we
also wanted a console that could be used
in post -production for automated mixing
so that we could mix the sound after the
recording.
"The engineers here all felt that the
quality of sound for television should be
improved upon and, therefore, they wanted a console which would double as a live
board for on-air and a recording console.
Before we finally chose the ERIC, however, we asked Soundtracs for input metering on all channels and VCA subgroups.

Soundtracs kindly obliged:'
On the effects front, the studio wanted
to offer the artists signal processing comparable to that of a top recording studio,
so Lazare supplied a Lexicon 480 XL, an
AMS RMX 16 and an EMT 246 reverb,
with a couple of Yamaha REV 5s and an
SPX 90 thrown in for good measure. Gates
and compressors are all Drawmer. For
sound effects, a Roland D550 sampler was
added. To prevent hum and noise from
third party equipment degrading the system, three BSS MSR 604 splitters were
supplied.

Second wave studio
Behind the ERIC console is the second
wave studio which is used for premixing
and editing all stereo material. (See Figure 3.) Equipment includes three Studer
A810 master machines flush-mounted
within a customized console for ease of
editing. The meter bridge for each machine was then built into the angled bridge
panel of the console and on racks to the
side are all the other stereo sources, such
as tuner, CD, cassette machines and turntable. All of the stereo sources in the control room are mixed together on a Soundtracs FM 12/2 console with stereo inputs.

Submixer
Although the ERIC console is capable
of handling most of the sound sources,
submixers were added to provide more
flexibility. In the event of three or four
large bands appearing on one show, the
work can be distributed to satellite consoles, each with its own mix engineer. To
this end, a Soundtracs FM console with 24
inputs was vertically mounted to the right
of the ERIC console as a premixer for
strings or drums. And to the left of the
ERIC console is yet another vertically
mounted FM console for premixing the
three ambience mics in the studio.
The results of this refurbishment and
augmentation of the studio have been on
trial for the last year, and everyone involved with the show agrees that the programming quality has improved dramatically. The return of Sting for the third time
and an impromptu 25- minute live
performance from Elton John stand as
testaments to Drucker's philosophy: The
performers come first.
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Whether it's election night or the
9:30 update Harrison teleproduction

-

consoles.

Several years ago when you
bought your present console, none of
your audience had hifi, VCR tuners that let
them in on the secret of your distortion or limited dynamic range. It's
a more demanding market now.
Harrison's TV-4, TV-3 and Pro 790 are found all over the world in the
facilities that are leading the broadcast audio revolution. Call us today to find
out which one is right for your facility. We'll gladly arrange a demonstration in
our factory or at your facility.
G1W ENTERPRISES, INC.
Nashville, Tennessee 372,1

Manufacturers of Harrison Consoles
Telephone (615) 3316600
USA

437 Atlas Moe.
Facsimile (615)

W. NASH)
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Arecent MIT study revealed that the television
audience would tolerate poor -quality picture
reception as long as there was good sound, but
not the reverse. Does this mean that television
really is just radio with pictures? Not quite, but
the important role of good broadcast sound is
finally emerging after decades of playing a
poor cousin to visuals.
As the demand for quality increases, so does the need
for the expertise and talent to deliver it. Music recording
and mix engineers have long honed a work ethic that
stresses attention to detail. This commitment to excellence
will continue to be required if we are to attain the full
potential of broadcast sound in the 1990s. Although there
will still be opportunities to direct one's attention toward
strictly being a music engineer, the merging of audio and
video media has already channeled a growing number of
engineers into the realm of mixing to picture.
Master's Workshop was strictly a music studio for the
first 10 years of its 17 -year existence. Today, a blend of
music, broadcast and film engineers produce the entire
soundtrack for television programs such as "Friday the
13th;' "War of the Worlds" and Farrah Fawcett's ABC miniseries "Small Sacrifices." Additionally, Master's produces
audio for feature films and IMAX 6- channel presentations.
If you're used to the precision and flexibility available
when cutting tracks for a CD release, you might be

One facility's
transition from
music to broadcast
recording and mixing

shocked at the limitations lurking in the broadcast sound
chain. Yet, with a road map of the potholes along the way,
you should be able to achieve excellent results.
One such difference between music mixing and mixJames Porteous is the director of re-recording, and Robert Predovich the vicepresident and general manager, of Master's Workshop in Toronto, the audio postproduction division of Macllean Hunter Ltd.

By James Porteous

and Robert Predovich

LACQUER
TO LAYBACK

Northwest Teleproductions /Kansas City, MO, Photo: Don Yaworskl.
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ing for broadcast is the usable dynamic
range. Although digital and Dolby SR recording offer signal -to -noise ratios exceeding 90dB, practical considerations in tele-

vision limit typical program level
deviations to a much narrower range.
Most network standards suggest that the
highest VU peak be no greater than +1VU,
and the lowest non-ambient information
not less than -10VU. This 11dB window
is where the dialogue, music and specific
sound effects live. Elements of the track
mixed lower than these specifications risk
being lost while the kids play soccer in the
living room. Deviations above risk the
wrath of numerous, unforgiving compressor/limiters.
Ubiquitous throughout the broadcast
chain, to ensure compliance with regula-

tory edicts and prevent overmodulation
and distortion from some overzealous "red
hot" mixing engineer, these compressor /limiters are generally set to instantaneously pull back peaks. Unfortunately, the
recovery time could be set for as long as
five to 10 seconds. The first machine gun
shot might make it through, but the rest
of the round will be blanks!
The damaging action of these devices
cannot be taken lightly. Broadcasters, assuming the lowest common denominator,
sometimes set these units to adequately
control excessive, and seriously improper,
level deviations only to the horror and
detriment of those engineers trying to stay
within the guidelines.
Clearly, you need to be just as familiar
with various processes outside your direct
control as those within it. If you are going to be serious about mixing for broadcast, and are confident that you are doing your part of the process correctly, be
prepared to spend numerous hours solving other people's problems.

Tracing the audio chain
A few years ago, the first episode of a
series Master's had mixed went to air locally sounding atrocious. It was dull, lifeless and lacked dynamic range. Yet all
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agreed that the show sounded tremendous
in our mixing theater. Welcome to the
most common underlying problem in mixing for broadcast: What happened to the
mix after it left our building?
Having previously mixed hundreds of
programs in our theater and heard them
translate well on a home receiver, we embarked on a lengthy troubleshooting process to determine where things were going wrong. One of our first clues came
when a representative of the broadcast organization reported that they had found
a gunshot in our mix that peaked exactly
at OVU. They were used to seeing gunshots
pin the VU meter's needle, and were therefore convinced that we were overcompressing!
Once we explained that we deliberately controlled our levels with sophisticated compressors so that peaks wouldn't hit
their "brick wall" units, and then spent
some additional time building their confidence in us, the conversation shifted to
the transmission side of the equation. To
their credit, they invited us to help them
trace their audio chain, right from their
originating videotape machine through
network control, the local station's master control and out to the transmitter site.
We found misaligned distribution amplifiers and videotape machines that were affecting program levels and frequency response. As well, one of the limiters in the
chain was actually set to a threshold of
-2VU. Our OVU gun shot peak was being trounced!
We learned that the limiter had been set
that way to adequately deal with the
majority of soundtracks that the network
received. Most were excessively hot and
had to be controlled. We recommended
increasing the threshold to OVU, and asked
if the limiter could actually be taken out
of the chain for the transmission of our
program, as we had already carefully controlled our levels.
Thanks to a supportive team at the
broadcaster, the next episode went to air
with a properly balanced and aligned

chain, and the limiter was removed from
the circuit. A VHS Hi-Fi off-air copy sounded remarkably like our master mix, to the
extent that many people were surprised
that a broadcast signal could deliver such
quality. More and more broadcasters are
now devoting resources to better audio
delivery, thanks to the advent of stereo
transmission.
Proper levels aren't the only key to
navigating through the tolerances of the
transmission chain. You also need an understanding of the interdependence of specific frequencies. The broadcast spectrum
is fairly generous, allowing a range from
about 80Hz up to about 15KHz. This is
roughly similar to the FM broadcast
bandwidth.
However, exact tolerances must be followed by FCC and DOC law in order to
stop crosstalk or bleeding onto adjacent
frequencies. In satellite transmission, excessive energy at around 5kHz has the
ability to deviate the carrier frequency.
This is important to note as 5kHz is a
warm frequency when equalizing dialogue. Too much and it's hello Jupiter!

Needed: audio standards
One of the hardest things to come to
grips with in the television industry is the
lack of meaningful standards for sound.
Often, the standards that do exist are disregarded. Although recording engineers
are used to laying tones such as 1kHz,
10kHz and 100Hz at the head of a tape
and aligning an out-of-house tape for playback using the supplied sweep, the broadcast industry has been very slack in this
area. The standard is simply to record program level tone, typically 1kHz, while a
complete set of color bars is recorded for
picture reference.
Not only are possible deficiencies in the
high- and low- frequency range not discovered during the record stage, but an operator has no idea on playback if he is correctly reproducing the proper spectrum of
sound. Laying just a program level tone
for sound is like recording color bars with-

Advancing The Art.
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out the chroma (color) information. If this
procedure were followed for video alignment, peak white information (maximum
video level) could be adjusted, but no data
would be available to set proper flesh
tones or color rendering.
The video industry would never consider this acceptable, yet this is exactly
what the standard has been for many
years for the sound component of a videotape. One can just imagine the problems
that this can cause. If the lows or highs
are boosted on playback due to improper

alignment, those specific sound effects
that were ever so carefully mixed to stay
within +1VU now are elevated to levels
that hit the transmitter's compressors with
a vengeance. If the high frequencies on
playback are deficient, your mix is going
to sound pretty dull on air.
Take this one more step, and it really
gets frightening. You have just finished
your music special and sent a'/a-inch stereo master with center -track show time
code to a video facility to be "married;'
or "laid back:' to the video master. If the

A layback solution
We spent half our lives tracing these
types of problems until we purchased our
own videotape layback machines five
years ago. In an effort to bring a standard
into the audio component of "bars and

SWEETENED AUDIO
LINGUAL

STEREO

MONO

BI-

NON -DOLBY

DOLBY A

M &E

TONES AT HEAD:

1

TRACKS

K, 10K, 100 HZ AT "0" VU

N.B. ADJUST PLAYBACK LEVEL TO FIRST TONE

(ALIGN PLAYBACK EQUALIZATION TO 10K AND 100 HZ)
The Master's Workshop Corporation, 306 Rexdale Blvd., Units 5, 6 &

7,

Rexdale Ont., M9W

1R6 Tel. (416) 741.1312

Figure 2. Master's Workshop attaches this label to all tape boxes to ensure that the tape will
be properly aligned machines.

Terry Gordica (left) and James Porteous during a mix at Master's Workshop Digital Theatre
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videotape recorder is a 1 -inch C- format
unit, the most common today, the chances
are that the audio section has been
aligned once in the last six months. Maybe. If you are lucky, the tones on your '/ainch tape are aligned for playback, but the
odds are that bars and tone have already
been recorded at the head of the videotape. That videotape machine might be
down 3dB at 10kHz, but the operator will
never know as the program content will
simply be dubbed across, not your tones.

1.

tone:' Master's Workshop has been laying
1kHz, 10kHz, and 100Hz, as well as Dolby tone when noise reduction is requested, along with the color bars. We created
a label to be applied to the tape box and
reel that states that the three frequencies
are present and explains what to do with
them.
Don't think that this is overkill. Many
tape operators line up videotape players
with the speaker off, having had to listen
to enough tone over the years. If that
videotape player is misaligned in the high
or low end, and he adjusts the 100Hz tone,
which is +2VU referenced to 1kHz, as a
program level set, guess where your peaks
are going to end up?
One-inch videotape layback machines
are professional audio quality units that
have head stacks that access the two program audio channels and the time code
channel on the tape, without reproducing
any picture. Their electronics and heads
have been optimized to deliver superior
audio response than most videotape machines in record and reproduce modes. Because they possess a full-response reproduce head, which is not part of a
videotape machine's configuration, bias
and record alignments can be accomplished in real time while watching the
reproduced result.
Without this capability on a videotape
machine, this simple bias and equalization
procedure becomes quite involved. Every tweak results in the recording of a section to check its effect, then rewinding and
playback. As well, the alignment controls
on a typical machine are placed in a position that assumes they won't be used
very often. This helps to explain the frequency with which these adjustments are
attempted in most facilities.
We take advantage of the ease with
which these tasks can be accomplished on
a layback machine. Playback equalization
is checked before each session, and the
unit is biased and equalized for recording
each individual tape. As well, recordings

can be monitored off the playback head
to catch anomalies such as dropouts.
Some of the alignment problems associated with 1-inch videotape machines are
giving way to the excellent linear response
and freedom of setup that result from digital audio. Digital videotape machines, in
the form of the Dl and primarily D2 formats, are now being used in the broadcast
environment. This will remove a major
pothole on the road to good broadcast
sound, but it will be many years before the
industry in general can afford to switch to
this new technology. In the meantime, either keep control of the layback to videotape if you can, or have the conviction to
attend the restripe at an external facility
and ask to see a sweep on the videotape
machine.

just to produce sound that could come out
of a 2 -inch speaker! As for the last assis-

tant who honestly believed that phrase,
we'll be promoting him out of our shipping
department around 2000.
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Mixing styles:

stereo and beyond
When it comes to styles of mixing for
broadcast, remember that, just as monitoring environments available for a hit single range from a car radio to an audiophile's state-of- the -art speakers, there are
several devices that will be used to listen
to broadcast sound. For this reason, certain windows must always be maintained
in many facets of a mix, ranging from the
presence that dialogue can have to mono
compatibility of a stereo program. Various
speaker configurations that can reliably
simulate the ultimate listening devices
must be at hand so that a mixer can quickly do cross -checks.
In the last few years, stereo has quickly
become a standard for television series.
Though many experimented with other
permutations at the beginning, most mixers now blend mono dialogue and stereo
music and effects. Many of the stereo effects are ambiences, with a splattering of
specific effects positioned to follow screen
action. Phase error induced may sound
great in a stereo mix, but disappear completely in mono. You cannot forget the
least common denominator.
Matrixed surround sound processes,
where four channels of Left, Center, Right
and Surround are encoded into a 2channel transmission compatible pair, will
become much more prevalent in the
1990s. Manufacturers of consumer receiving equipment can now install for a few
dollars a large scale integrated circuit containing the active decoder in their products. The consumer demand for encoded
television programming will force the mixing community to become more and more
familiar with the process and its idiosyncrasies.
Additionally, discrete forms of multichannel program presentations may be
around the corner. The HDTV digital
videotape machines contain eight chan-

A final note: The revenue generated by
all this new activity in the broadcast sound
arena is significant. Not only has it provided much needed employment in the recording industry, but it has spurred manufacturers to new heights. All this trouble

nels of digital sound. Having produced the
digital soundtrack for the world's first
HDTV series, we at Master's are involved
in discussions toward a discrete multichannel sound delivery standard for HDTV that
would parallel the emerging digital optical film technology. This would allow for
five discrete channels of full bandwidth
plus a sixth sub -bass channel. Thus, as a
music engineer ponders a future mixing
to picture, considerations must be given
to expanding his skills beyond the limitations of a stereo pair.

Give us an inch...
... a foot or a meter and the new TC digital audio delays will
give you precisely calculated delay times. Of course you can
enter delay times as you would on any delay, choosing increments clear down to 5 microseconds. The group delay and
Left -Right phase linearity are absolutely outstanding.

L
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The TC 1280 (Stereo) and TC 1380 (3 Tap) delays are based
on the technology that made the TC 2290 the most sought
after delay unit in the recording industry. We have kept the
superb frequency response, low distortion and noise free
signal path and added the features most needed in critical
applications.

TCI280 STEREO DIGITAL

DELAY

r-j
Frequency response: 20 -20 KHz +0/-0.5 dB 25 KHz -3dB,
Dynamic range: > 100 dB, THD: < 0,05 % KHz, Analog
group delay: 20 -20KHz (30 microS, Group delay linearity: 2020 KHz +/- 5 microS, Stereo synchronization: +/- microS
(1280), Max output: +22 dBm.
... If you are a professional in the disc mastering, broadcasting,
sound reinforcement or recording fields check out these
latest additions to the TC family. Call for the location of your
nearest TC dealer.
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FIVE QUESTIONS:

By the RE /P staff

Answers to questions on limiting, usable bandwidth, stereo
panning, videotape formats and tape prep.

Because of broadcasting's limited dynamic range, is
it better to limit the entire mix or the individual tracks?

A: To properly answer that, you need to look at
uses limiting. Way back,
when there was only AM radio, stations used to
maximize coverage by pinning the meters. Because
the AM signal is amplitude modulated, the louder the

why the broadcast industry

signal, the farther it would go. Because the FCC would (and is
still supposed to, in theory) fine stations for exceeding 100%
modulation, the chief engineer would install a limiter right after
the console. This allowed the modulation, but no fines. Additional
limiters were set up at the studio -to- transmitter link (STL) and
at the transmitter.
Because FM (and TV) is frequency modulated instead of
amplitude modulated, it is not necessary to use limiters to get
coverage. The reason is to keep the signal sources more even.
Generally, when you're mixing, it's best to use a soft -knee curve
limiter on each track. You'll get the dynamic range you want
without the peaks, thus avoiding the broadcast limiters.
on my finished tape will end up in the
public's living room?
A: More than you might think. TV bandwidth specs are 50Hz
to 15kHz, the same as FM radio. Compare this to AM's 500Hz
to 8kHz. Remember the 11dB window suggested in "From Laquer
to Layback," where the dialogue, music and effects should be
placed. The key is to recognize these parameters and make them
work for you, rather than against you. Properly recorded and
mixed audio for broadcast should sound great.

Q: How much fidelity
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stereo /mono compatibility by pushing the
mono button while you mix.

Q: What is the most common videotape
format that I'll deal with?
A: For most TV stations, the most
common format is 1 -inch Type C, but 3/4inch U -matic is still common. Digital, of
course, exists in the form of D2, but is still
limited.

Q:

Q: How wide can you pan in stereo
without getting into trouble?
A: Generally, as wide as the individual
situation would call for. Remember, you
aren't mixing for records. Panning
requirements probably wouldn't be as
wide. (The obvious exception is music related programs.)
However, be aware that you can get in
trouble if a station is running its limiters

"un- strapped" for stereo, or if two separate
limiters are set independently. If this were

the case, then extremely wide panning
could sound pretty strange. This is not a
common occurrence, but keep it in mind
as you are mixing.
It's also best to check the panning, and
the entire stereo mix, as it relates to mono.
While prevalent, stereo reception is not
available in all areas. Check for

Is there a universal way to prep a tape?
If not, what will be accepted by most
broadcast outlets?
A: Unfortunately, there is not. If you are
going to err, err on the side of giving too
much information. For radio stations,
provide a 2 -track mono or stereo 71/2ips
reel tape with audio slates and complete
instructions on the label.
For television stations using Type C,
there should be a visual slate with all
pertinent information, such as the agency,
the client length, spot number and air
dates. Audio should be on tracks 1 and 2,
with time code on track 3. Do the same
for U- matic, except for the time code,
which is on the address track.
RE/P
Research assistance'
Hollywood.
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TIME
DOMA

ou're about to enter a dimension without frequency, a dimension of sound and perception,
a dimension of critical aural impressions.
You're about to enter the Time Domain.
Actually, the time domain is just another
way of looking at the world of audio that we
deal with every day. Thinking in the time domain is not as difficult as it sounds. Much like
the calculus you use when you walk toward a curb and
have to decide when to lift your foot, you are already working in the time domain when you decide on a microphone
because of its dry pickup character. Clarifying and quantifying the time domain by presenting some measurement
methods will help you speed up and simplify such difficult tasks as ADR.
The first step is to look at what the time domain shows
us, and how to interpret it. Figure 1 shows a talker and
a listener in a room. The shortest, most direct path between the two is the direct sound, labeled A. Reflections
from nearby surfaces, such as the table top and objects
on the table, add together to form early arrivals, labeled
B. Reflections from major surfaces, such as walls, floors
and ceilings, have longer paths to travel but eventually
will end up at the listener as well. These are labeled C.
Reflections that bounce off a number of surfaces before
arriving at the listener's position are labeled D.
These sounds completely characterize the space in
which the listener and the talker are found. If the listener
were replaced by a microphone,
all of these sounds arriving at
the microphone contribute to
the character of the pickup. If
the room is large or small, live
Barry McKinnon is sales manager at BSE Production Equipment and Services Ltd., Calgary,

Alberta.

RODUCTION

ECHNIQUES
Making TEF measurements in the
field can ease post -production by
giving you the information needed
to re- create the location audio

¿By Barry McKinnon
Speakerhead, " a test dummy with a speaker attached to the
trunk, is used to make time domain measurements.
"Mr.
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THE PLANAR FACTS
The vertical "flatness" of a Compact Disc is measured by its planar
dimension. Small variations in planarity can lead to an increase in
error counts and reduced laser
tracking precision. This is especially
true at the "outer tracks" of longer
playing CDs where any warps and
irregularities become significant.

A PRESSING ISSUE
Replication of planar CDs is a matter of plastic molding technology.
That is why PDO uses an exclusive
method of heat -plus -pressure to
replicate CDs that are among the
most planar production discs in
the industry.

GREAT LENGTHS OF QUALITY
PDO is well -known for quality replication of CDs that have the longest playing times and most difficult
program material. This PDO quality

extends throughout the replication
process to a final quality play /scan
of every disc shipped.
Precision is what you would expect
from PDO, part of the family that
invented the CD format.

information on PDO as your
replicator of choice, write or call
one of the PDO offices.
For

PDO CD REPLICATION. QUALITY
YOU CAN HEAR. AND SEE.
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or dead, and if the talker and listener are
close together or far apart, the character
of the pickup is changed.
If we were to graph these sounds in the
time domain, as opposed to a frequency
domain graph we are used to associating
with microphones, we would see a graph
like Figure 2. In this graph the horizontal

axis shows increasing time; the vertical
axis shows the energy of the arrival. Note
that there is no indication of frequency
content, which is a facet of the signal we
become blind to when we rotate ourselves
into the time domain. In Figure 2, we see
the same sound arrivals we had in Figure
1. Again, A though D represent direct
sound and early, late and diffuse arrivals,
respectively.
Figure 2 is known as an Energy Time
Curve (ETC) and can be generated with
measurement devices currently on the market, such as the Techron TEF12 Plus and
the DRA Laboratories' Melissa system. The
ETC is a valuable tool for sound system
work and studio control room tuning. It
can also be a handy and informative method for comparing microphone techniques
and investigating their time domain response. These can then be duplicated using electronic reverbs and time delays for
ADR and radio production work.
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A TEF analyzer was used to demonstrate the effects of various commonly
used mic techniques. The TEF sweeps
were sent through a 5 -inch speaker
mounted on a test dummy, and picked up
using several different types of microphones.
These tests were done with the test
dummy in the same position in the
acoustical environment. The differences
are all a function of the microphone technique. The swept frequency range is
150Hz to 5kHz, providing a good time
range of 83ms, or 93 feet. (See the sidebar "Making the Measurements" for more
information.)
Even though the display is frequency
blind, and we cannot determine the frequency content of the individual reflections, by sweeping through the voice
range we can be reasonably sure we are
getting relevant data. These reflections are
likely to contain some information in the
audible voice range and will affect the
character of the pickup.
First, look at Figures 3 -6. Compare the
appearance of each ETC looking at the
features we have discussed. Using your
own experience with microphone technique, try to decide how the ETC relates
to the character of the pickup. Which is

the most live? The driest? The most distant? The most intimate?
Figure 3 shows the ETC of the PZM on
the floor. Note the direct arrival shown
with the cursor crosshairs. The distance
between the talker and the microphone
is indicated in the upper left margin of the
display. The direct sound arrival spike is
quite narrow, showing the trademark pickup character of a PZM. Those early reflections from surfaces a few inches from the
diaphragm are greatly reduced because
the diaphragm is only fractions of an inch
from a surface. There is a small hump of
arrivals on the next vertical graticule;
these are reflections from nearby surfaces
close to the floor. The PZM has two ITD
gaps, one before early arrivals and one before late arrivals. Early arrivals tend to be
late with a PZM, as the microphone sits
on a surface that would cause them, eliminating many in the process. This leaves
only the longer path reflections with
which to be concerned. There are a few
significant late arrivals standing out of a
fairly high diffuse field.
Figure 4 is a short shotgun located just
past 30 inches above the talker. There is
a good sharp direct arrival, with a minimum of early reflections, because the microphone and source are both suspended

above ground. The few early arrivals are
likely reflections from the body of the test
dummy. The single significant late arrival
is isolated by a clearly defined ITD gap,
and it is a reflection from the floor. The
pickup of diffuse reflections is reduced by
the microphone's location and its very
directional pickup characteristic.
Figure 5 is an omni lavalier on the test
dummy's tie. The direct arrival is higher
in level and quite clean. The early arrivals
are low in level and spread over a longer
time. The ITD is not as sharp as the late
arrivals. The dummy's body blocks some
arrivals and helps reduce diffuse reflection
pickup.
Figure 6 is the cardioid lavalier. The direct arrival and the early arrivals are similar to the omni, but the ITD and the late
arrivals look quite different. Also, the diffuse pickup is greatly reduced. It's no surprise that this microphone has the driest
and most direct pickup character for recording the talker.
OK, so we have some interesting pictures, and they proved what we felt subjectively. Now what? If you are doing dialogue replacement or a radio drama, and
you want to create or re-create an apparent space, it helps to know what microphone technique or what reverb and de-

a speaker and a listener in a room. A: direct sound; B: early
late arrivals; D: diffuse arrivals.

Figure 1. The relationship between
arrivals;

C:

lay settings to use. The ear /brain
processor is quite a smart system. People
can quickly detect when an audio perspective does not jive with the visual image,
such as in ADR or Foley work. In a radio
drama or recorded sound effects for live
theater, the ear /brain system has to pro-

vide the setting for the action. The right
attention to detail can mean a more realistic experience for the audience.
With this in mind, let's consider a few
aspects of the ETCs and how the combined factors relate to intimacy, point of
view and apparent distance. A characteris-
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the performance of your otner equipment.
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With the ATR-80, you'll see how much $35000 will buy.
If you
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213/726-0303.
©1989 TEAC America Inc., 7733 -eI.graph Road, Montebello, CA 90640,
*ManufacUrers suggested retail price.
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A

tic of the time domain display is a good
visual indication of direct-to- reverberant
ratio. This is helpful in sound system work,
but it also has application in our area of
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Figure 3. The ETC of a medium -sized live space, using a Crown PZM
microphone.
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Figure 4. The ETC of a medium -sized live space, using a short shotgun microphone.
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interest.
One of the factors that helps us determine the apparent distance of a talker is
the direct-to- reverberant ratio. This would
be the apparent intimacy of the pickup.
If you look at Figures 3 -6, you can see that
the direct arrival and the later arrivals
have various relationships to each other.
The PZM has a higher level of late and diffuse arrivals than the cardioid lavalier. Experience will tell you that a more intimate
pickup is had by close miking. The ETC
displays in these figures show the relationships you have been hearing in the time
domain. Note that there are two ways to
improve the direct -to- reverberant pickup
ratio: You can move the microphone
closer or use a more directional microphone.
The shotgun and omni lavalier have
similar looking ETC displays, but note that
the distribution of the arrivals is different.
That is important, which is why a distant
microphone technique will always sound
less dry than tight miking, unless you were
recording in an anechoic chamber. The
distribution of arrivals, both in time and
intensity, is decoded by the ear/brain system as one of the indicators of apparent
distance.
fn ADR and production application, engineers will often try to use a reverb to
simulate certain spaces and will find that
no matter what setting of reverb is chosen, the effect is not quite right. In Figures
3 -6, the diffuse field has various relations
to the early arrivals. The acoustical space
was the same for all four measurements,
yet reverb settings on a single effects device would not duplicate what you see.
Often, two devices will be required. One
will deal with shaping the density and decay of early arrivals. The other will deal
with overall acoustical space, which will
not change with microphone technique
(that's what real reverb is all about). Sound
falls off in level at 6dB per doubling of distance in an open space. In a space that has
a reverberant or diffuse field, such as a
gymnasium, the direct sound falls off at
6dB per doubling of distance until you
reach a critical distance where the diffuse
sound field is the same level as the direct
sound. Past this point, the sound field remains fairly uniform. If you are in a gymnasium, in the dark, you could tell the distance between a talker and yourself quite
reasonably until the talker gets beyond the
critical distance. Unless he approaches
more reflective surfaces, you will have a
hard time determining distance and direction of the sound.
The same localization methods hold

true for a small, live room. You can quite
easily tell the apparent distance to a talker by constantly comparing the direct
sound to the early arrivals and noting the
ITD to the late arrivals. This is some pretty high -powered math, but, like the seat of- the -pants calculus you do everyday, it
is quite painless. That is, until you try to
re- create that space without benefit of being there. The process can require tedious
work and painstaking effort to duplicate
a space for ADR work or create a space
for radio production.
Here are a couple of examples. In Figure 7, we have an ETC of a talker and listener far apart in a small space, across an
office. We have a distinct direct arrival,
with a separation between the direct and
early arrivals because of the distance between the talker and listener. The ITD is

almost non -existent because the distance
between the talker and source is comparable to the distance to the major reflective
surfaces. The late arrivals begin sooner
and are high in level compared to the direct sound and the diffuse sound.
In Figure 8, the talker and listener are
a couple of feet apart in a large, live space.
We see a high direct sound, with a discernible ITD, and the first late arrivals are very
low in level compared to the direct arrival.
There are late arrivals intermixed in the

diffuse field because there are large surfaces far away from the talker and listener. Note that the reverb time of the space
is not a factor in the apparent intimacy in
this case. Whether the RTbo was long or

short, the ratio between the direct and
reverberant sound remains high. Notice
the relationship that is developing between the levels and location in time of
the direct sound, early arrivals, ITD, late
arrivals and diffuse sound, for the various
microphone techniques and situations.
Keep in mind that the time domain is
dynamic in the case of moving actors. The
ratio of direct -to- reflected sound will
change as the actors move in relation to
large reflective surfaces and to each other.
As a thought experiment, consider an
actor moving toward a mirror as he talks.
The reflection path for the sound from his
mouth to the mirror will continually
shrink. The time for that reflection to travel to and from the mirror will diminish,
and the level of the reflection will increase.
Consider what you already know about
reflected sound and cancellation in microphone technique (this is where PZMs developed their reputation). If you have to
drop a word into the dialogue that was
picked up by a lavalier on that actor, you
can duplicate the equalization necessary
with a delay line, the same way it happened. Note, too, that you can't fix this
kind of notch filtering with equalization.
That sound was canceled at the micro-
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phone diaphragm, so there is nothing left
to equalize. As the actor moves between
two feet and six inches from a reflective
surface or from another actor with a microphone mixed to the same audio track,
the notch filters will sweep through the
voice range. A fixed notch filter would be
easier to live with, but the dynamic
character of the filter makes it stand out.
This dynamic character of the time domain becomes a factor in a multitude of
situations. Another thought experiment
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Figure 8. The ETC of a talker and a listener close together

in a large

space.

Making the Measurements
Some of you may have access to
a TEF or Melissa analyzer and may
be interested in making this type of

measurement yourselves. The
measurements are unobtrusive, and
you can make them without delaying the entire production.
A test dummy provides an effective test source for this type of
measurement, having the same
"coverage pattern" as the human
voice. In TV or film production, it
would be reasonable to dress the
dummy in similar costume to the
actor and apply the same microphone technique the actor will be
using. TEF tests are fairly immune
to noise, so the test sweeps can be
done while lighting is being placed
or when the actors are in makeup.
(The sweeps in the examples in the
main article are only five seconds
long.)
ETC sweeps can be done with the
dummy in the appropriate locations
on the set, and stored on a disc that
follows the raw audio tapes to the
post house. The ETC sweeps that I
have used here cover the frequency range of 150Hz to 5kHz. This
time range, however, is too short
from which to draw accurate reverb
time measurements. If that informa-

tion were required, you would need
to narrow the swept range to be
1kHz to 2.5kHz, or a number of
ETC sweeps centered on octave
bands, if you wanted to get specific. It takes a few moments to reset

the parameters and get a measurement long enough to calculate the
actual room decay. The resulting
frequency response of the particular microphone technique can be
measured while the dummy is in
the location as well. The time domain and frequency domain measurements would make ADR a snap.
If ADR is needed, the applicable
ETC curves can be pulled and
viewed. Electronic reverbs and delays can be set to match (in fact,
they can be measured with the
same test device to test the accuracy of the settings), and then the appropriate ADR or Foley work can
be added. The cost of this type of
measurement device has dropped
drastically since its introduction,
and the idea of a production house
or post house owning one is not farfetched. The ability to quickly and
accurately do ADR work can actually be quite a cost savings when
production schedules are tight.

might involve a hospital corridor, a common setting for television and film. The
corridor has a 10-foot ceiling and is 12 feet
wide. Two actors are speaking as they
walk down the corridor. What would you
expect the ETC to look like, assuming that
one actor is speaking and the other is
listening? There will be a high direct sound
level, because they are likely only two or
three feet apart.
You have been in a hard corridor like
this sometime in your life, so you know
that the flutter echo is quite noticeable.
That will show up on the ETC as periodic
spikes, quite high in level. If the listener
and talker are three feet apart in the center of the corridor, the first two spikes will
be at 9ms and 15ms (one from each side
of the corridor). There may be another
one at 10ms, if the floor and ceiling are
hard as well. Because of the hard surfaces,
these will repeat with minimal decay at
those intervals. If everything has a hard
surface, the shoes will make that characteristic "steps in a rain barrel" sound, and
the voices will have some trace of that as
well.

One hundred percent accuracy is not always desirable. Some very reverberant
spaces have a critical distance of 10 feet
to 15 feet. If the dialogue took place with
the actors that far apart, you would not
be able to understand what was said. If
you were doing ADR for that situation,
you would have to artificially "dry up" the

room, improving the direct -to- reverberant
ratio. This is actually equivalent to making the voice more directional, and this is
why you find very directional speakers in
reverberant spaces. You can still tailor the
early arrivals to be correct for the point
of view chosen in the scene and just "turn
down" the diffuse or reverberant field.
These are general cases designed to give
you a little insight into how to think in the
time domain when you need to do some
digital wizardry in production or postproduction. By using the apparent or actual background in which the action or dialogue happens, or by laying out a floor
plan of the fictitious space, you can create or re- create an accurate and believable sound effect or bit of dialogue using
electronic reverbs and delays.
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1 of this article, we discussed several techniques and approaches designed to optimize system performance more properly. Many of these involved measuring the system in pragmatic, organized ways in an effort to learn more about its hard performance
characteristics, both good and bad. These measurements explained
many of the effects heard but not easily understood. We also took
a look at how some of the problems revealed could be corrected
by simple and obvious means.
In Part 2, we finish measuring the system, correcting for any final

n Part

i

problems.
Some of the things that our tests reveal, such as polarity, signal level
mismatch, hum or noise, and lack of headroom are so specific that there
can be only one or, at most, a few possible corrections. However, one exception is the relative polarity of a loudspeaker system's component sections above and below its crossover frequency.
G.R. (Bob) Thurmond is principal consultant for G.R. Thurmond & Associates, Austin, TX.
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Producers want their duplicated
recordings to sound as hot as
the master. So, you've got
to use tape that lets their
music really cook. Tape
that's especially hot on
the top end.
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to delivering those steamy hot
highs, low noise and
consistency, pancake after
pancake.
There's just one difference.
When you use CintasCHROME
Audio Duplicating Tape, you'll
save a lot of dough. For your free
samples, call Bob Piselli at (904)
445 -5545.
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overcompensating for this effect.
If the actual response of the microphone
is not known, it should be measured. This
can be easily done by measuring the system response twice in the same location,
once with the system microphone and
again with a microphone with a known
flat response. The difference between the
two curves is the response of the system
microphone.
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Figure

1. Desired

measured response of a sound reinforcement system (after Schulein). (Courtesy

of Schulein /J.AES; copyright 1975, J.AES)

Often, the correct arrangement depends
on the type of crossover used and its setup.
In many speaker systems, the unavoidable physical offset between low- and high -

frequency units introduces an additional
alignment problem. This effect may vary
with the listening angle off of the system's
center axis, creating a real cluster of
worms.
Keep in mind, however, that the real
problem with polarity or phase /time offset errors is in the response irregularities
they create. If the polarity situation is unclear, probably the best approach is to
measure the system frequency response
carefully through the crossover frequency. This usually requires a 1/6-octave
continuous-sweep acoustic measurement;
generally, a 1/3- octave real -time device will
be insufficient.
If such a measurement reveals a sharp
dip at the crossover frequency, then the
relative polarity of the low- and high frequency units should be reversed, and
the measurement repeated. In fact, such
a dip is often hard to find. It varies with
location and does not change noticeably
when the polarity is reversed! Before this

The polarity or ultimate
phase will never be
exactly right or wrong.

leads to fists full of hair, you should realize this reaction in a complex situation.
The polarity or ultimate phase will
never be exactly right or exactly wrong,
and any residual problems will be confined to a narrow frequency region around
crossover. There probably are much big-
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ger fires to fight. Live with the best you
can get.
The next important consideration is the
low- frequency response. Does it roll off a
lot? Some rolloff is difficult to avoid; loudspeakers couple to the air less efficiently
as frequency decreases. (The size of the
diaphragm becomes smaller than the
wavelengths it is trying to reproduce.) A
truly flat response requires either a very
large cone /baffle area for good low frequency efficiency via coupling (more in
a moment), or a deliberately suppressed
efficiency at higher frequencies.
Because high efficiency at all frequencies usually is necessary in sound reinforcement, and because large woofers or
subwoofers are expensive, we usually accept some bass rolloff in the loudspeakers and try to compensate for it by equalization.
Be aware that other thieves may be
stealing your thunder. At very low frequencies, a speaker is almost omnidirectional, radiating sound nearly equally in
all directions. Above a few hundred hertz
(depending on the size of the unit) it becomes more directional, radiating most of
its energy forward. Thus, more extreme
low- frequency energy is lost to the sides
and rear of the unit. This loss can be considerably reduced by mounting the speaker systems side by side, coupling the front
baffles together. If this baffle area blends
into a room boundary, so much the better.
Don't forget that the response of the system microphone probably also rolls off
substantially at lower frequencies. Dynamic directional types, in particular, typically roll off rather strongly below about
200Hz. Because our system response
measurements included the system microphone, its characteristics could be tricking us into thinking that the loudspeakers are rolling off more than they really
are. Even worse, we could be tricked into

A hard surface, such as a wall, near a
loudspeaker will reflect sound back to that
source. This reflected sound will be in

phase alignment with the source at some
frequencies, and out of phase at others,
canceling part of the energy and causing
an uneven response. Allison and others
have described this effect, but many sound
professionals appear to forget about it at
times. Absorptive material applied to the
surface is usually not effective enough.
The best solution is always the proper aiming of well-chosen devices (for example,
one with the right directivity index /polar
pattern).
A hard surface near a loudspeaker can
also reflect sound in unwanted directions.
Occasionally this results in some rather bizarre horn coverage patterns. Here, at
least, absorption on the offending surface
is often effective. By the way, don't forget
that reflecting surfaces have exactly the
same effects on microphones as they do
on loudspeakers. Such undesirable effects
are common and the solutions are the
same as those for loudspeakers. However, their implementation is often more difficult or objectionable.
A microphone pointed at a snare drum
head might pick up more crash cymbal
reflection off the skin than you might
think. The same is true of guitar amps
leaking into a mic aimed at a kick drum,
or feedback off of a singer's glasses.
Other problems, such as obstructions in
front of the high- frequency units or misaligned drivers, have solutions that are
pretty obvious but are not always possible. In practice, you do the best you can
with the circumstances of a particular job,
understand what it is you cannot correct,
and resolve to do better next time. Sound
familiar?

Puzzle pieces
Now that the loudspeakers are arranged
as well as they can be, you are ready to
see what they can really do. As discussed
in last month's installment, you measure
the coverage of each loudspeaker and
sketch the coverage pattern onto a drawing of the audience area, showing at least
the point of highest level and the 3dB contour. Then, check to see whether the various patterns fit neatly together to cover

all of the audience area, with minimal
spillover. If they really do, let me know

what design technique you used. They
usually don't! The results are typically
somewhere between not quite right and
not even close.
Assuming that this system is in a large
venue, and proceeding with the safe assumption that adjustments are needed,
start with the unit(s) covering the most distant part of the audience. This is usually
the most difficult area. If these are aimed
at the rear of the audience area, and the
level there is more than 10dB down from
that at the hottest location, it is time for
sweat to pop out on the brow. Either the
vertical dispersion of that unit is too broad,
or it is positioned too low. Either way, you
have a real problem. What design did you
say you used for choosing the components
in the system?
It may be that the only solution is to
change the speakers or devices to those
with narrower dispersion and tighter pattern control, or to locate them higher. (Of
course, you could also add fill loudspeakers on delays, but could this really be
called just a performance correction ?) If
this is a low-frequency unit, and the overall dropoff to the rear is not too bad, you
can probably just hold your nose (ears?)
and live with it. In fact, it may be difficult
to do much better. If this is a high frequency unit, however, you have some
explaining to do.

All together now
By readjusting mechanical orientations

and remeasuring, individual coverages
can be optimized. Introduce and adjust individual additions in sequence and
remeasure until you can turn everything
on at once and recheck the overall coverage. It will never be perfectly uniform, of
course, especially in the off -axis overlaps
between individual areas, but the nature
of the variations can tell you something.
If the variations are gradual, then the
individual areas simply don't fit together
quite right (they never do). If they are
sharp and repetitive, lobing or "swishing"
across the pattern area, then the drivers
are probably not aligned properly with
each other, either physically or in electrical polarity. But you caught that in the inspection, didn't you?
Often, the correct alignment is just not
physically possible. In such a case, if the
resulting aberrations are unacceptable, a
delay unit (or crossover with a delay internal) may be able to affect the correct
acoustic alignment. Of course, we anticipated this possibility and included such a
unit in the system, didn't we?
But what is unacceptable? If the error
is between units covering different frequency ranges, then the effects will be
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Figure 2. The desired response for a system equalizer, as derived from the measured system response and the desired system response.

confined to a narrow range around the
crossover frequency. In a complex system
with many high-power devices covering
the same frequency bands and pattern
area, such effects may be practically inaudible and unmeasurable. Great concern
here may be hard to justify. In other cases
the effects may be highly obnoxious, and
correction imperative. If such is the case,
then now is probably the best time to carry it out by using measurement techniques
suggested earlier to check the results.

what program material? How many samples? Accumulated? Averaged? In what
time domain?

The unequalizer

promise between natural sound and
intelligibility is necessary.
But how do we determine this performance through measurements? The naive
approach is to measure the system response by some RTA means, then equalize it flat. However, a bit of listening quickly reveals that the resulting sound is much
too bright and that the highs must be
rolled off to obtain a natural balance.
Sooner or later, most practitioners
speculate that it is more of the direct
sound we are really understanding (if not
hearing, thanks to our psychoacoustic onboard brain /computer), rather than the
reverberant energy, which is what a microphone picks up. Therefore, if we equalize for flat direct sound, the system will
sound right.

So far, we haven't even talked about an
equalizer. Have you been able to stand the
suspense, or have you sneaked a look at
this final section? If you peeked, you're not
alone. Many audio professionals would like
to ignore what we've been talking about.

They are afraid it might convince them
that they haven't been doing an adequate
job. But that's always the difficulty with
progress
standing still means falling
behind.
In fact, we have already done quite a bit
of response equalization, without an
equalizer. We have boosted the low frequencies by improving the loudspeaker
configuration and coupling. We have
smoothed the midrange by matching levels and polarities through crossover frequencies. We have smoothed the treble by
improving coverage uniformity. And we
have boosted the highs by aligning high frequency drivers.
But exactly what are we trying to
achieve through equalization? Perfectly
natural sound? Highest intelligibility?
House contour? Flat frequency response?
If we want flat frequency response, then
do we want flat response from the direct
energy, flat response from reverberant
energy or flat response from the total
energy in the room? If so, at what ratio,
which means measured from where? With

-

Created equal
Many approaches have been tried, but
the one most widely accepted is to make
the reinforced sound appear to be an amplified version of the original sound. In
other words, natural sound is the primary
goal. In many real situations, speech is difficult to understand, even with highly natural, high -quality reinforcement, so a corn -

Hear this
Most of us can attest to this equalization
approach. Sometimes it works well. Some-

times it works with disappointing results.
Clearly, this is not the all -time correct approach either, but what is?
This matter was studied thoughtfully by
Schulein, who published the results in
1975. This paper, which should be required reading for anyone who attempts
to do equalization, explains a great deal.
It establishes that the way we hear reverberant sound coming from all around, as
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compared to the way we hear direct sound
coming from straight in front of us, is the
real explanation.
Our hearing is much more sensitive to
high frequencies in a reverberant field,
possibly because more of the energy
enters straight into the ear canal. This
difference accounts for the way we actually hear reinforced sound.
This means we only need to measure
this reverberant field with an ordinary microphone, then equalize the system to account for our hearing characteristics, and
it will sound right. The suggested proper
measured response, as determined by
Schulein, is shown in Figure I.

Add and subtract
Now we know the actual response of the
system and the response we want it to
have. The difference between these two

the response needed to be added by the
system equalizer. If we have the time in
a permanent or longer installed system,
plotting the original and desired responses
on the same graph makes it easy to see
the difference, or EQ setting. Just don't get
mixed up and plot what would be needed to correct the desired response to the
measured response! This mistake is easy
to make. Figure 2 shows an example of
these plots. Note that the difference between the measured system response and
the desired response is the same as the
difference between a flat response and the
desired equalizer response.
With the desired equalizer response
plotted on the graph where you can also
plot the actual equalizer response, all you
have to do is adjust the equalizer setting
until its response matches the desired
curve. This should be easy but often isn't.
is

Controlling Feedback
If an important function of the design is to control feedback, you
must consider the hardware needed to do so. Almost invariably, the
most effective and least objectionable device for this purpose is a
notch filter, one that significantly
reduces the system gain at the feedback frequency and has negligible
effect elsewhere. Ah, there's the rub.
Any actual filter will have a finite

bandwidth, attenuating more than
just one exact frequency. In fact, a
certain bandwidth is needed in
feedback suppression, because
feedback frequencies shift with
such variables as microphone placement and air temperature, the latter at a rate of about 0.1% of frequency for each degree (Fahrenheit)
of temperature change.
Thus, if we want a notch filter to
be effective over a temperature
range of 10F, a reasonable range,
the filter must have a bandwidth of
1 %. This would be as measured at,
say, 6dB down to provide good feedback suppression within the 1%

bandwidth. That would force the
more familiar 3dB bandwidth to
be at least 2 %. If we allow a little
extra for component tolerances and
tuning error, a practical bandwidth
might be 4% or 5 %. This is less than
1/12 octave, which is one semitone.
A true' -octave filter has a bandwidth of 23 %, which, if used as a
band -stop ( "notch ") filter, is the
bandwidth 3dB up from the bottom.
The 3dB down bandwidth is much
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wider, which is one reason such
filters are not suitable for feedback
suppression. Clearly, they suppress
much more than just the feedback.
Furthermore, most such filters are
not tunable, so they may miss the
target spot.
There is another little -known
problem with many filters. Not only
will the feedback frequency change

with temperature, but so will the
notch filter frequency unless we
prevent it. Most capacitors used in
these filters have a temperature
coefficient, which might cause the
filter to drift off of the feedback fre-

quency with the temperature
changes in the equipment rack. It
doesn't hurt to let the rack "warm
up" before the final settings.
And doesn't such a sharp filter
ring? Yes, but barely noticeable
when cutting, and nowhere near as
much as the feedback it suppresses. In fact, a good set of properly
tuned notch filters will make a sys-

tem sound noticeably cleaner and
less reverberant.
Feedback suppression, like all
aspects of performance optimization, is a bit more complex and demanding than we had thought. No
wonder casual efforts in this area,
as in other areas, often produce disappointing results. Did someone say
that nothing worthwhile is ever
easy?

Sometimes the filters simply aren't tuned
correctly, and sometimes they are too
broad or have the wrong shape.
More likely, several adjacent filters interact in surprising ways. Several mild individual adjustments can add up to a major collective one, or they can all but
cancel out each other. Sometimes plotting
the equalizer electrical output quickly
shows the limitations of real -world
equalizers.
That is exactly the value of this technique
you can see much better what
is actually happening. If you try to make
such settings using only a real -time analyzer, most of the characteristics of both the
system and the equalizer will be lost in the
analyzer limitations. Trying to set an
equalizer by watching what happens to
the system response at a single location
is even worse.
First, there is no such thing as an "average" location. Each location is different,
and none will match the overall average.
Second, this means that the readings for
whatever location(s) you pick will have to
be corrected to the system average, which
introduces another chance for inaccuracies.
Third, equalizer corrections may not affect the response in your chosen location
the same as elsewhere (really!), so that,
fourth, you will have to recheck in several locations anyway, so why bother with
this one? The method of matching the
responses on a graph works much better.

-

Close to the line
This response-matching technique may
work a little too well, in fact, because it
may tell you that your equalizer cannot
achieve the response you need for a particular system. This is especially common
with equalizers that use fixed -tuned filters,
such as most graphic types. The most flexible equalizers use parametric filters, but
this is a double -edged sword. The extreme
flexibility allows more opportunity to
achieve the desired response, but it also
is prone to make mistakes. Parametrics demand more skill and more time, but they
can often do a better job.
There are a number of good parametric equalizers on the market, but most are

generic multipurpose devices rather than
specific designs for the noise, grounding,
RF-shielding and gain staging /headroom
requirements of sound reinforcement systems. After you have dealt with a number
of systems, you begin to see which characteristics are particularly useful. We
might decide on something like the following:
First, because there is often a severe low frequency rolloff to be corrected (and concern for the frequency- dependent excursion limitations inherent in low- frequency

devices), we need a protection high-pass
filter that can be tuned from about 20Hz
to 100Hz and a section that can boost up
to at least 15dB, adjustable from fairly narrow to very broad.
Second, because there are often similar
deficiencies at high frequencies, we need
a similar filter that can be tuned from
about 2kHz to 20kHz. Third, because
there often are other strong irregularities
in the low- or high- frequency region, another filter is needed for each range. However, these need not reach all the way to
the frequency extremes and should reach
more into the midrange. They will not
need so much boost or cut capability, yet
they will be somewhat narrower.
Fourth, to deal with the smaller irregularities at various frequencies, we will
need probably four other filters that cover most of the audio frequencies in broadly overlapping ranges, have a modest
boost or cut capability, and have a moderate to very narrow bandwidth capability.
Also, these four filters should be capable
of producing a very narrow notch, if
desired.
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tivities are done, we can stand back and
listen to the fully optimized system. We
know that the results were worth the effort. Even though the process is involved,
we now have a useful step -by-step technique that can make even the simplest systems sound much better. We know that by
addressing and correcting one thing at a
time, no matter how simple or obvious, we
can make any system work as well as it
possibly can.
As we all know, performance is only
partly the pile of equipment used. Proper
setup and operation are the other half.
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responses of four different

notch filters. Left to right, a commercial unit for
feedback suppression, a commercial parametric set at minimum bandwidth, a proprietary
parametric set at minimum bandwidth, a proprietary filter for feedback suppression.
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Loudspeaker Power Output, " .1 Audio Eng. Soc., Vol.
22, No. 5, pg. 314 (1974).
R. Schulein, "In Situ Measurement and Equalization
of Sound Reproduction System," .1 Audio Eng. Soc.,
Vol. 23, Na. 3, pg. 178 (1975).

tem and the system response measured
again. Almost without exception, the corrected response will not be quite what we
intended, no matter how carefully we did
everything. The necessary final adjustments must be carried out and a final response measurement run.

The real thing

Into the sunset

Whichever brand we use, after it has
been set, it must be inserted into the sys-

So now, after all of our tedious, but allimportant, measurement and tweaking ac-
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LIVE & DIRECT
By David Scheirman

stretched the limits of low bass -frequency
reproduction ability in concert sound sys-

1980s: Rock

Sound Matures
Perhaps one of the most obvious
phenomena in our culture during the
1980s is the greater impact that the rock
entertainment industry made on society.
Forty -year -olds play electric guitars on
stage for thousands of fans, many young
enough to be their children. There is a 24hour TV station dedicated to rock music.
Corporations use rock to sell everything
from shoes to pickup trucks. Even department stores are more likely to be playing
Prince over an extended -bandwidth foreground system, than offering Lawrence
Welk over the elevator speakers.
There are many identifiable trends during the past decade that can give us clues
about today's changing sound industry climate. Being aware of musical trends can
give sound system designers and sound
company owners a better knowledge of
what may be coming next. Often, musical styles or patterns that start with one
person or group can ultimately affect the
entire entertainment industry.
Remember what happened 20 years ago
when noted drummer Hal Blaine pioneered a multi -tom style of playing that
led to Ludwig's bringing out the Octa-Plus
set (with eight separate toms)? That led to
every concert sound company having to
triple and quadruple its microphone inventory of Shure SM-57s and then Sennheiser 421s as live sound professionals looked
for ways to present the new drumming
style to live audiences.
Remember what happened to mixing
consoles when groups like Yes and Genesis started bringing multi-keyboard setups
to the concert stage as new synthesizer
products were developed? No matter how
many channels the board had, it wasn't
quite enough. Sound companies embarked on development projects for new
custom consoles considered quite extravagant for their time, and audio equipment
manufacturers like Yamaha, Midas and
Soundcraft began to understand what the
live sound market required in the way of
new mixing equipment.
And remember what happened when
groups like the Bee Gees and the Jacksons
gave us disco -dance style music that
David Scheirman is RE/P's live sound consulting editor and
president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian, CA.
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tems? "Saturday Night Fever:' with its bassheavy soundtrack, created new box -office
records at the theaters. Subwoofer systems
for sound -system rental companies were
proliferating as fast as they could be developed and built.
These few examples show how popular

musical styles can often be the creative
force that brings about evolution in the
concert sound industry. Once the system
technology has changed for a few major
artists to the extent that new creative
avenues are opened, the entire sound industry benefits.
Let's examine some of the landmark
events in rock during the past decade, and
look at patterns that may affect the professional audio industry.
On Aug. 1, 1980, Music Television
opened a whole new forum for the presentation of rock music videos by previously
unknown artists. Showcase club tours then
developed. Rock video techniques began
to be adopted by mainstream broadcasting networks, as the hard-hitting, creative
graphic style was proven to reach a larger, younger audience.
Led Zeppelin broke up in 1980 following the death of their drummer, John Bonham. One of the most popular hard -rock
bands in the world, the style-setting
group's breakup symbolized the splintering of rock's 1960 -70 aristocracy as many
major, established and successful acts
decided to "never tour again :' Rock fans
mourned the demise of favorite groups
they had grown up with and eagerly
looked forward to reunion tours and the
formation of "supergroups" featuring musicians from different known bands.
The 1981 U.S. tour by the Rolling
Stones saw the use of corporate sponsorship to do advance promotion and to underwrite production costs of a major tour,
which were beginning to skyrocket.
In the mid 1980s, artists like Michael
Jackson (with "Thriller" becoming the
best-selling album in history) and Madonna helped to pioneer the marketing of the
entire personality. Multi- million album
sales and a string of radio hits from a single album became the new sales goal.
Movies like "The Big Chill" helped to
promote the re- introduction of favorite
tunes from artists like Creedence Clearwater Revival, the Doors and Sam & Dave.
All of this revived the careers of everyone
from Big Brother & The Holding Co., the
Jefferson Airplane and the Doobie

Brothers to Chicago and the Beach Boys.
More oldies-package summer tours were
one result of this trend.
Mega- Events: Some promoters took
huge risks to pull off rock festivals larger
than the world had ever seen. The US festivals (1982 -83) drew together many major artists on one bill and introduced many
newer acts to huge crowds. Hundreds of
thousands of people attended, while the
world watched via satellite broadcast. The
phenomenal success of the global marketing of mega -events like Farm Aid, Live Aid
and the Amnesty International and Rainforest Benefit tours put the rock industry
back on track with social consciousness.
The 1980s were a dynamic decade. We
saw many changes in the world around
us that affected the live sound industry.
The results of these changes? There are
more smaller, high-tech specialty rental
and consulting firms than ever before. The
major sound companies are now larger
and have global reach. Sound systems are
more versatile. Soundmixers and technicians are more creative, experienced and
respected. The equipment to the industry
is more specialized and sophisticated.
Realistically, though, the challenges to
the sound reinforcement industry are now
greater than they have ever been. The use
of louder, more powerful sound systems
means the prospect of closer examination
and possible regulation by public health
officials and noise control officers. The increasing complexity of major audio systems means that entry-level workers in the
industry need better education and high
skill levels.
We can expect to see more changes in
the 1990s. Performing artists will continue
to surprise us with their musical innovations and changing needs. Our own industry will respond with improved technologies. More markets will open up, as family
entertainment packages and major special
media events make use of large -scale
sound reinforcement. Live music will continue to impact and transform different
aspects of our society, and sound systems
will be used to get the message across.
So, the marketplace will change. The
equipment will change. But the skills that
helped create today's sound industry will
stay the same: listening to the music, figuring out how to interface existing audio

gear with the performer's needs and then
presenting that music to the listening public, all the while thinking about an even
better way to do it. May your decade be
fun, fulfilling and profitable.
RE/P
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STUDIO UPDATE
Northeast

Jon Grier sound designer /mixer. 69 Green
St., San Francisco, C4 94111; 415- 421 -6622;
fax 415- 391 -4995.

Soundmirror Inc. (Boston) has upgraded to a Sony DAE 3000 equipped with interfaces for 1630, DASH and Fl editing interfaces. 76 Green St., Jamaica Plain, MA
02130; 627-522-1412.

Northwest
Klub Key's (Seattle) has updated its facilities to include a Neve 8232 console, Westlake monitors and an Otani 24-track. 3177
N.E. 82nd, Seattle, WA 98115; 206-5272250.

Crystal Sound Recording (New York)
has named Elyse Klein studio manager.
220 W. 19th St., Sixth Floor, New York, NY
10011; 212- 255-6745.

England

Midwest
Studio A (Dearborn Heights,

Nomis Studios (London) has signed a
publishing and production contract with
Warner Chappell Music that gives Nomis
four or five projects per year for new artists signed to Warner-Chappell. The new
signings are entitled to use all the facilities and services offered by Nomis as part
of an "all under one roof" package. A
budget is allocated to Nomis for each project in order to rehearse, demo, record and
produce three or four mastered songs. 4553 Sinclair Road, London 214 ONS, EN-

has installed into its main room an SSL 6000R
40 -input mixing console with G- series preamps and a Sony 25 -inch XBR Pro monitor. Additions to the Synclavier /MIDI room
include a Macintosh SE with Opcode Editor /Librarians, a KMX MIDI switcher/Studio 3 MIDI interface and a Korg M -1 rack mount. 5619 N. Beech Daly, Dearborn
Heights, MI 48127; 313 -561 -7489.
MI)

Southern California

Manufacturer and dealer
announcements

cently received first place for "Best Humorous Radio Spot" at the London International Advertising Awards. The :60 spot,
"Security Blanket;" was produced for
Moses, Anshell (Phoenix) and engineered
by Peter Cutler. 6565 Sunset Blvd., Suite
211, Hollywood, CA 90028; 213 -467-4122.

Music Annex (San Francisco) has purchased a Sony D -2 Composite Digital recorder. According to Sony, the studio is the
first audio facility to incorporate the re-

corder.
Magno Sound & Video (New York) has
purchased a Sony PCM -3324A digital multitrack recorder.

Leeds /Le Mobile

(N. Hollywood) has installed Audio Analysts' professional touring systems in all three of its rooms.
Rooms 1 and 2 contain HDS-3 main cabinets; Room 3 has HDS-4 main cabinets. All
three feature bi -amped wedge monitors,
bi-amped drum monitors, mixing boards,
cassette decks, reverb, delay, microphones
and Dls. Power is supplied by QSC, Crown
and SAE power amps. 11131 Weddington,
N. Hollywood, CA 91601; 818-980 -7774.

The Coach House Studio (Bristol) now features an Audio Kinetics Mastermix II
console automation system installed in a
DDA AMR 24 console.
Alpha Audio (Richmond) recently took
delivery of its third New England Digital Direct -to -Disk digital multitrack recording system.

Buena Vista Sound (Burbank) has named
Dave Campbell and Gregg Rudloff rerecording mixers. They are responsible for
re- recording and mixing on motion pictures and filmed TV productions for Disney and other outside producers. 500 S.
CA

Record Plant Remote (Milford,

Todd AE /Glen Glenn studios (Hollywood)

has purchased three additional Hybrid
Arts ADAP digital audio recording and

editing systems, bringing the total number of systems at the facility to six.
Neve has installed its Prism Series rack mount signal processing systems at the following facilities: Roxanne Music, The Castle Recording, Javelina, Rick Hull Productions, D &D Studios and Rhythm Street
Sound. Producers Trevor Lawrence, Barry Eastman, Jeff Layton and Bruce Naranan of Gnome Productions have also purchased Prism systems.

RE/p

Eel Pie Studios (Twickenham, Middlesex),
owned by Pete Townshend, has installed
a Neve VR 72 sound mixing console with

DISC MAKERS

Complete
manufacturing
for the audio
industry.
COMPLETE PACKAGES FOR:
Cassette

Duplication
Record
Pressing
Compact Disc

Replication
In -house
art department

for design, typesetting, film work,
and printing. Inhouse mastering
department for a

great sounding
product.

CALL FOR OUR
FREE FULL COLOR

recall facility and Flying Faders automation.

91521;

CATALOG.
1- 800 -468 -9353

818-560 -0044.

Northern California
Music Annex (San Francisco) has named
.7
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Y

di.

Otani has supplied a custom -designed, automated, 64- input, 3 -man film mix console
to the Saul Zaentz Film Center (Berkeley,

Fi

S'f;°+':i-t:k1í:`;Ki :y-

NJ) is in

operation. The truck has a 48-input Trident console and digital and analog capabilities for audio, and audio for film and
video. 109 Pinecliff Lake Drive, West Milford, NJ 07480; 201 -728-8114.
full

GLAND; 01- 602 -6351.

Fred Jones Recording (Hollywood) re-

Buena Vista St., Burbank,

Although Record Plant Studios has closed,

) <.
<..

lin PA: 215- 232 -4140)

DISC MAKERS
1650 Broadway, Sui* 1010
1 sw Yak, NY 10019
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THE CUTTING EDGE
By Laurel Cash

Jones

The First Direct to-CD Recording

Although this column normally deals
with product introductions, I take great
pride in departing from the norm to relate a truly historic event in our industry:
the first direct -to-CD recording session on
Dec. 9 at CMS Digital in Pasadena, CA.
I am aware of some disc mastering facilities doing CD reference discs that are
recorded one at a time from taped sources.
This was different. This was a live band,
all members playing at the same time,
with the mix being recorded to a CD -R.
Of course, the concept is nothing new;
tracking as we know and love didn't
emerge until the 1960s, and direct- to -(vinyl) disc was the rage for a brief time in
the '70s. But the introduction of a new recording medium, the compact disc, introduces a whole new set of challenges.
I was curious to find out the differences
in the making of this type of recording and
the equipment utilized.
For those of you unfamiliar with the
direct-to -disc recording using traditional
lacquers (remember the LP?), let me describe a typical session. Unlike most recording sessions of today, the entire band
plays the entire side of the LP live in the
studio without the benefit of overdubbing,
or going back over a portion of the recording that may have something wrong with
it. That's right: no mistakes, no second
chances, no "We'll fix it in the mix"
This also means that the engineer becomes part of the performance. No automation to save you. You must capture the
sound of the band correctly the first time.
Imagine how you would feel if the band
got it right when you had a fader in the
wrong position!
With direct -to -disc LP -type recording,
the console is connected directly to the
cutting lathe. The mixing engineer must
be careful not to send the cutting engineer
a signal that the lathe can not handle (too
deep or too wide). At the same time, the
cutting engineer must cut a lacquer that
is loud enough to withstand the rigors of
Laurel Cash Jones is RE/P's executive consultant and a Los
Angeles -based free-lance writer.
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I

Flow chart of direct -to-CD session at CMS Digital.

the disc mastering and plating process,
and still yield a product that can be
reproduced.
Sounds like fun, doesn't it?
In the CMS session, the recording process became much simpler through the use
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Robert Vosgien, chief engineer at CMS Digital, engineered the direct-to-CD session.
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of a single point- source microphone (more

about the technical details later). However, the constraints regarding errors remained the same.
Because it was December, the owners
decided to throw a party, at which the re-
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cording took place, and jointly host the annual Christmas party for the Audio Engineering Society's Los Angeles section.
(Conveniently, this also got them an audience rather inexpensively).
CMS was founded in 1982 by John
(Bronco) Cadenhead and Gene Shiveley.
The company began strictly as a rental
company, then quickly added a digital pre mastering room as a result of client demand. Shortly thereafter, CMS moved to
a larger location and added several digital pre- mastering rooms, as well as a bastion of state -of- the -art digital products for
outside rental. Most importantly, CMS began as a digital -based facility when digital still had many unanswered questions
and the compact disc was just a gleam in
some Netherlander's eye.
The session was engineered by Robert
Vosgien, the chief engineer at CMS, who
chose a Calrec Soundfield microphone and
used the soundfield's microphone mixer
to get a stereo image. The microphone signal was converted to digital with the new
Yamaha AD8X (8- channel) A/D converter, a 19 -bit Delta -Sigma conversion system.
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corded CD was removed from the Yamaha CDR-90 and played back using a home
CD player over the same P.A. system that
the band used moments before. I don't
think I have to tell you that everyone was
amazed.
At press time, it was uncertain as to the
recording's actual commercial release.
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However, if it is released, this compact disc
master will be sent to Disctronics, where
it will be used as the master instead of the
usual 3/4 -inch digital tape master. This process may allow a gain in stability and a
more accurate CD pressing. We'll see.

Time Code Slate Can't Be Accused of Being
'JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE"
Jam strcabk
qnd

5ettable

-

Denecke DcoDE'U FATHER TIME
Syncbox'" Time Code
Generator is designed to convert the
TS -1 Time Code Slate from being the
The

Better Looking Slate into being a very
intelligent slate. Generates all common
time code formats. Can also be used
as a stand -alone time code and sync

DENECKE, INC
Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood, California 91601

5417 -B
N.

pulse generator.

(818) 766 -3525 or FAX (818) 766 -0269

The performance was mixed and
processed with a Yamaha DMP7D digital
mixing processor and a Yamaha DEQ7

Circle (29) on Rapid Facts Card

digital equalizer. The digital mix was fed
to a Yamaha FMC1 Format converter,
which provided the SDIF output to a Sony
1630 digital processor. The 1630 provided the simultaneous digital signal for the
Sony DMR 4000 and the Yamaha CDR-90
Compact Disc Recorder. Word Sync for the
A/D converters was derived from the
Yamaha CDR-90 through the Sony 1630
to the Yamaha AD8X A/D converter. Juergen Wahl of Gotham Audio designed and
wrote a special PQ code program for the
IBM PC, which allowed access to any portion of the CD during playback.
Gotham also provided the CDR-90 Reference Disc System, which includes the
Yamaha PDS Programmable Disc Recorder as a write -once CD recording system.
With all of this technology humming
away in the other room, MC Roger Layng
introduced Chet McCracken's Jazz Rock
Orchestra. They played a lively set, which
included "Randy's 6/8;' "Champaign
Brain;' "Pair -of- Diddles "Big City Chester;'
"Little Black Book;" "The Velvet Touch;'
"Solos' Samba" and "Windjammer:'
Band members were Chet McCracken,
drums; Richard Grossman, bass; Chris Pin nick, guitar; and Alica McCracken, keyboards.
After the set was over, the newly re-
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the way you want it heard.
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KABA Research & Development
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From California
(415) 883 -5041

24 Commercial Blvd.. Suite E, Novato. CA 94949
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NEW PRODUCTS
Motionworks' Motionworker
This interface provides integration of console automation systems, tape machine
synchronizers and MIDI systems with control from the console automation computer panel. In tapeless studios, the Motion worker virtual machine system controls
automation systems from an external time

code or MIDI Time Code source. It can
also drive a sequencer slaved to the automation system. The interface can communicate with the following protocols: MIDI,
Audio Kinetics ESbus, Lynx VSI, Adams
Smith 2600 and Zeta 3, SSL G and E series, Amek Mozart and APC console automation systems, and the GML Series
2000.
Circle (100) on Rapid Facts Card

timized regulating parameters may be
switched into one or both outputs, with
linking control signals to maintain correct
stereo imaging. List price is $6,695.
Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card

DW Labs

Superconductor

The Superconductor combines the punch
of a studio buffer with the increased gain
and sustain of a high-quality pre -amp. In
the low-gain position, the Superconductor
adds a 2dB boost to a guitar's signal and
sends out a low-impedance signal that can
drive hundreds of feet of guitar cable without losing any high frequencies. For maximum bite, sustain and crunch, there are
12dB of noiseless gain. An on-board unit
is available for permanent installations.
Circle

(111)

on Rapid Facts Card

np Portable

leads. The equalizer is available in a 1-rack

unit chassis.
The EQ30 and EQ60 feature electronically balanced inputs and outputs, -98dB
low noise, 6dB gain control, cut and boost
switchable ±6dB or ±15dB, a 30Hz high pass filter, and standard ISO frequencies
from 25Hz to 20kHz. The EQ30 is two
rack units high; the EQ60, three rack units
high.
Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

Formula Audio monitors
The SM22 and SM25 low- profile stage
monitors are designed for high- efficiency
SPL. Both models have a D50 2 -inch compression driver mounted on a 60x50 controlled pattern horn. The SM22 features
an L300FR 12 -inch speaker; the SM25, an
L380FR 15 -inch speaker. All speakers are
field -replaceable. List price for the SM22
is $1,400; direct price is $882. List price
for the SM25 is $1,600; direct price is
$1,008.

The np Portable from np Elecktroakustik
AS is now available from Aurora Productions. Standard features include four input
channels with transformers, Penny & Giles
faders, stereo monitoring with dual PPMs,
a phase indicator, a conference /talk -back
system, a internal mic, a cue and sine tone
reference generator and 48V phantom
power supply. Two summing /output amps
with limiters are housed in four plug-in
modules. Low -noise limiters with op-

More Fun With Computers
Due to a computer glitch, Rapid Facts Card
leads for the R-TEC "Practically-AnywhereAnything Remote" in the November Cut-

ting Edge were not processed, which is
why you didn't receive any information if
you circled the number on the card.
To recap, the remote has five user assignable buttons that can control any
function or series of functions. It can control any relay or contact -closure operated
device or devices. These may be of the
pulsed or latched -type closures, as users
can select this for each device via internal jumpers.
The system uses a single twisted -pair
wire of any time, and can control devices
up to a mile away. List price is $750.
RE /P apologizes for any inconvenience.
To save time, contact the company directly
at 1032 N. Sweetzer, Suite 212, West Hollywood, CA 90069; 213-654 -5710.

"

Circle (146) on Rapid Facts Card
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Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card

Bryston 280B
NR interface

Otani consoles

The 280B noise reduction interface for
Nagra machines provides 2- channel control and monitoring for Dolby SR, Dolby
A and Telcom DM cards, allowing noise
reduction to be used in the field. The unit
can be powered from the Nagra or from
an optional external power supply. When
used in stereo, the 280B follows the record /playback function, automatically
switching between encode and decode.
When used with the mono Nagra 4.2, the
unit provides simultaneous decoded
monitoring of the encoded recorded tape.
Circle (145) on Rapid Facts Card

ARX Systems
Constant Q EQs

Otari's console group has released the first
products since the sound workshop acquisition. The Series 54 is designed for production, mixing, music recording, film and
audio post -production studios. It is available in 24- and 46 -input configurations and
features high-resolution meters, dual signal paths, 4-band EQ and 10 aux send
buses. Diskmix 3 VCA and Diskmix 3 Moving Faders are optional.
The TC -100 transfer console is an
application- specific design for transferring
or dubbing in film and video production.
It consists of one or more rack-mounted
card frames for audio signals, a rack mounted meter panel, and a separate
rack -mounted power supply.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card

ARX has released three Constant Q
equalizers: the Multi Q, the EQ30 and the
EQ60. The Multi Q features an internal
patching system that provides access of up
to six channels of parametric EQ, either
individually or in multiples, without patch

.

Nagra tape timer
This clear plastic card the size of a credit
card is calibrated for -inch tape, 7 -inch
reel, 1,200 -foot rolls at 71/2- inches per second. When attached to the feed reel hub
E
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HOLDS UP

ON THE ROAD

of a Nagra audio tape recorder, this card
will indicate the time remaining on a roll
of tape.
Circle (113) on Rapid Facts Card

The Last Word

2

Available from Titus Technological
Laboratories, the Last Word 2 (TLW 2) is
a microprocessor -based automatic stereo
synthesizer and stereo audio device. Designed for TV and broadcast production,
the unit corrects problems such as the loss
of a channel, loss of signal or inverted
polarity. The unit features user -programmed sequencing and time delays, full
metering and audio monitoring. It is also
remote -controllable.
Circle (114) on Rapid Facts Card

uu COUNTRYMAN

ASSOCIATES INC.

417 STANFORD AVE.- REDWOOD CITY, CA. 94063 -PHONE 415-364 -9988

Spectral Synthesis SynthCard
The SynthCard DSP system is a 2 -board
DSP "engine" that features a built -in

Circle (27) on Rapid Facts Card

CD/DAT digital audio interface for import-

ing and exporting sampled sound directly from CD sound libraries or DAT in digital format. Sounds can also be recorded
directly from analog sources via the optional ADA-2216 converter. The system
supports 32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz sampling rates. All sounds are recorded and
stored in ultra-low distortion linear PCM
format at 16 bits resolution. List price is
$1,995.

....

P

R

O

F

Circle (119) on Rapid Facts Card

ProSystems' FP 121M
The FP 121M floor monitor features Fibre lite construction, which makes the enclosures 20% lighter than comparable plywood speaker enclosures, according to the
company. The FP 121M 2 -way system also
features full high -pass and low-pass crossovers, 12dB per octave passive. A jack pan-
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FINANCING PLANS
RUSH DELIVERY

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS
A FEW EXAMPLES:
SOUNDTRACS IL48/ERIC/CMX/MRX STUDIO CONSOLES AMEK
MAGNUM/TAC SCORPION IVBULLETCONSOLES C.A.D. 16 TO 48
INPUT, DC SERVO POWERED MIXING CONSOLES
EVENTIDE
H -30005 & B
NY'S EXCLUSIVE T.C. ELECTRONICS DEALER FEATURING THE T.C. 2290 AKGADR 68K DIGITAL REVERB ROLAND
R -880 DIGITAL REVERB & E660 DIGITAL E.Q.
CONDENSOR MICS
BY JOSEPHSON, AKG, CROWN, NEUMANN, SONY & SENNHEISER
APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS (NY'S ONLY APPLE MUSIC
DEALER SOUNDTOOLS DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING & EDITING

Spectral Synthesis SynthEngine

waveform 'Scope screen. List price is $295.

SALES

INNOVATIVE

Circle (116) on Rapid Facts Card

The SynthEngine Sampler software is a
mouse -driven graphics program with
multi -tasking capabilities. It includes a recorder screen with tapedeck controls and
peak meters for recording and previewing
sounds; a main screen; a keyboard screen;
up to 16 on- screen mixers for layering instruments and controlling levels; and a

DESIGN
SERVICE

SYSTEM
TASCAM MSR-24 1" 24 -TRACK BREAKTHROUGH PRICE
RECORDER
MONITORS BY TANNOY, EV, JBL & UREI

AKAI A.D.A.M. 12 -TRACK
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER

NEW YORKS LARGEST
AUDIO INVENTORY

PRO

PROCESSORS BY EVENTIDE, LEXICON, DBX,
SYMETRIX, VALLEY PEOPLE, ALESIS, T.C. ELECTRONICS & AUDIO LOGIC
D.A.T. FEATURING THE SONY TC -D10 PRO & PCM 2500 AND
THE PANASONIC SV -3500 & SV255
SAMPLERS FEATURING THE AKAI S-1000 & S 1000H D,
THE ROLAND S -770, S -550, & S -330, THE EMU
EMAX 11, Ell! & PROTEUS INTRODUCING D.A.R.
DIGITAL WORKSTATION -POST PRODUCTION
POWER TOOL.
TASCAM ATR -80 JAPAN'S FINEST 2" 24 -TRACK

723 SEVENTH AVENUE (THIRD FLOOR)
NEW YORK CITY 10036 (212) 719 -2640
Circle (28) on Rapid Facts Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
el provides a full-range input as well as biamp inputs. The system includes a 4690
compression horn and a 6012 12 -inch lowfrequency driver, and it provides a frequency response of 80Hz to 20kHz. List
price is $206.

The brackets allow rear rails on Winsted
racks to be adjusted front to back, and can
be installed in any position in the rack.
They are available in various models to fit
22 -inch D and 26 -inch D vertical and slope
racks.

Circle (117) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (122) on Rapid Facts Card

Digital Recordings' AD -1

Atlas /Soundolier attachments

The AD -1, designed for use with DAT
recorders, is an analog -to- digital converter that uses "brick wall" anti -aliasing
filters. These filters possess the exact linear phase response required to capture
soundstage spatial relationships in both
music and vocals, according to the company. The converter provides a frequency response ripple of +0.001dB, a dynamic
range of 96dB and total harmonic distortion of less than -88dB.

The flexible gooseneck attachments, available in 6 -, 13- and 19 -inch lengths, interface between mics and associated desk
and floor stands. Termination is 5/, -inch;
27 male and female threads accommodate
all U.S.-standard mics and stands.

Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card

performance modular components and

Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card

a driver with 101dB sensitivity and 100W

power handling.
Circle (130) on Rapid Facts Card

Vega T 99A transmitter
The T-99A wireless hand -held transmitter
is the latest addition to the Ranger line of
wireless products. The T-99A features an
easy -to -hold contoured barrel, CVX audio
processing for lower distortion and the
Electro -Voice N/D757 N /DYM mic element. The transmitter provides 50mW of
RF power through Vega's patented internal di -pole antennas. A silent on /off audio mute switch allows the transmitter to
be turned off while the RF remains on.
Circle (110) on Rapid Facts Card

Ramsa 500 Series
The 500 Series speaker system from Panasonic /Ramsa features compact, highhigh -pressure, injection -molded resin enclosures. The WS -A500 2 -way component
covers a frequency range of 100Hz to
20kHz. It is designed to be used with the
WS -A550 low- frequency systems and the
WS -SP2A.
Circle (124) on Rapid Facts Card

Juice Goose Twelve PAQ
The Twelve PAQ single -rack chassis features six small power outputs that provide
9Vac, 18Vac, 9Vdc and 18Vdc, and six outputs for 120V use. The system has 12 amps
of low -voltage current load distributed
from six Microports. With the Twelve FAQ
the following effects can be powered:
Peavey, ART, Lexicon, Valley, Alesis, DOD,
Nady, Boss, Roland, Symetrix and Vega.

mumus
Audio Cause
Reference Signal Source
The latest version of Audio Cause's Reference Signal Source (RSS) generates a composite waveform that enables the sound
engineer to accurately verify the frequency response of studio equipment and
recordings in much less time than required
with discrete frequencies. The waveform
creates equal energy levels in each 1/3 -,
1/2- and full- octave band from 20Hz to
20kHz, accurate to 0.05dB. RSS can be recorded onto tapes instead of pink noise to
provide a precise EQ and azimuth reference. List price is $1,800.
Circle (153) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card

Otari E Series
The DP -4050 E Series in-cassette duplicator, an improved version of the DP -4050,
consists of the DP-4050E -C2 (one master,
two slaves), the DP- 4050E -Z3 (three slaves)
and the DP-4050E-Z buffer unit. The E Series features improved cassette transports,
rewind capability on slave transports,
switchable master tape and detection,
short slave tape error deduction and a
microprocessor -controlled transport. With
the E Series, it is possible to increase the
size of a duplication system to 65 slaves.
Circle (121) on Rapid Facts Card

Winsted rack rail brackets
Adjustable rear rack rail brackets are now
available from the Winsted Corporation.
.'
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FM Acoustics FM 1000 -1
The FM 1000 -1 ultra -high power amp features a real -time computer that constantly surveys the operational stages of the
amp. Individual sensors measure all important parameters. The amp will drive loads
below 10 and will supply power levels of
up to 7,000W, 2,500W RMS, with corresponding peak output currents of more
than 100A.
Circle (129) on Rapid Facts Card

Polydax PR 17 HR 100 1AK7
The PR 17 HR 100 lAK7 61/2 -inch
midrange speaker features a flat, treatedsuspension, exponential -cone, 11/2 -inch
voice coil that incorporates a kapton former, flat -edge wound wire and hightemperature epoxy glues. The results are

AMS ST250 mic
The ST250 stereo microphone, available
from Advanced Music Systems, features
SoundField technology, which makes it
capable of producing phase -coherent stereo recordings. Other features include coincident stereo imaging; remote switching
for vertical or end-fire positioning; remote
switching for M/S or X/Y stereo formats;
independent adjustment of the "M" signal
polar patterns from omni through all the
cardioids to a figure of eight, and of the
"S" signal width; and power from mains,
phantom supply or batteries.
Circle (149) on Rapid Facts Card

Sanken lavaliers
Available from Audio Intervisual Design
are two new Sanken microphones: the
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Aphex Studio Clock
Make the Impossible ... Possible.

"A major record company came to me

with master tapes that were an absolute
disaster. One tune was comprised of
several different takes that had been
spliced together. The time code was
gone and there was no way to sync it to
the drum tracks. Short of bringing
everyone back in the studio, there didn't
seem to be any hope for this project.
put my butt on the Tine and said could
fix the tapes over a weekend.
Monday delivered the tapes with
new time code, new drum tracks.
Everyone thought was a miracle worker
... in fact now they call me the Rhythm
Doctor. My secret, the Aphex Studio
Clock, without it couldn't have
delivered. By the way, that $700 Clock
made me $4000 that weekend."
I

I

I

I

I

Steve Klong
Drummer/Electronic Percussionist
Session Musician, "Rhythm Doctor"

"Some marketing types decided to
resurrect some 70's hits with new
sounds, sequencers, drum machines,
etc. In some cases they wanted to save
only the vocals and replace all the music.
Since the beats in the original
tracks were so complex, nothing on the
market would lock up to do the job.
Then we discovered the Aphex Studio
Clock. This thing can sync to almost any
sound ... not just drums. It made the
impossible possible.
It's one piece of gear we take with
us everywhere today. Besides using it for
the remixes, we use it on new
production too because the SMPTE to
MIDI Converter is tighter than anything
we've used before."

Courtney Branch and Tracy Kendrick
Producer/Engineers Total Trak
Productions

You too can make the impossible possible with the Aphex Studio Clock TEMPO
MAPPER And SMPTE to MIDI Convertor. Available at authorized Aphex dealers.

NOW!!
SPECIAL FEATURES FOR D.J.'S,
LIVE PERFORMANCE, FILM SCORING.

All Aphex

products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

© 1990 Aphex

ApMEX
SYSTEMS
11068 Randall St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
(818) 767 -2929

Systems

Circle (22) on Rapid Facts Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
COS-11 tube and the COS-12 flat lavaliere.
The COS series is designed for higher levels of transient response, extended frequency range and extremely low sensitivity to mechanical noise. The COS -11
measures 4mmx11.5mm and provides a
frequency response of 40Hz to 12kHz and
a dynamic range of 93dB. The COS -12
measures 2.7mmx6.8mm and provides a
frequency response of 40Hz to 20kHz and
a dynamic range of 97dB.

or as separate audio works. The DSP56001
provides complete control of audio signals
on the Audiomedia; users can record and
store sound to the hard disk, reconfigure
data, mix four recordings simultaneously
and emulate a 10 -band graphic EQ for customizing tones and pitch. Each sound
track can be shortened or lengthened
when the 56001 is directed to compress
or decompress the data.
Circle (126) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (150) on Rapid Facts Card

Tayo Industries

Renkus -Heinz CM Series
The CM (Cluster Module) Series consists
of two flat -front, high frequency, full -range
speakers that can be clustered in several
ways (the CM -61 6 -inch 2 -way and the CM81 8-inch 2 -way), and one 12 -inch sub woofer (the Sub -121). The series features
a multi -angled box design with two sides
at 15° and one end at 30 °. The cabinets
are made of birch plywood, and the horn
coverage pattern can be flipped to maximize the horizontal and vertical coverage
options.

Physonic Solution
Physonic Solution is an electrical contact
enhancement liquid developed by Eric
Data Systems and marketed by Tayo Industries. The liquid is made of a computer synthesized polymer material that fills the
microscopic pores and gaps between
metallic surfaces. By increasing the contact area, a more efficient signal transfer

Sennheiser HD 450 Studio
The HD 450 Studio stereo headphone is
a supra -aural open -air model designed especially for applications that call for high
load impedance headphones. Accuracy of
the HD 450 is derived from the use of neodymium ferrous magnets. The headphone uses all field -replaceable parts and
is supplied with a steel- stranded 10 -foot cable terminated in a strain relief' -inch stereo phone plug.

Circle (128) on Rapid Facts Card

Hollywood Edge

Cititrax effects

Circle (131) on Rapid Facts Card

Korg WS
Wavestation Synthesizer

Motorola DSP56001
Motorola's DSP56001 now handles core
sound functions in Digidesign's Audiomedia audio board, a sound card that performs compact disc quality recording, editing and playback on the Apple's Macintosh
II. The card helps to customize audio
tracks to work with visual presentations

Z<

The WS Wavestation Synthesizer incorporates 32- voice, 16 bit digital vector synthesis, originally developed by Sequential
Circuits for the Prophet VS synth. More
than 500 multi -sampled waveforms and
sounds are included and can be linked toFSy1.

i
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J.L. Cooper Nexus line
The Nexus line of MIDI switchers and interface:: features lifetime warranties and
modular rack -mount capability. Nexus is
a 3- inputx8- output MIDI Switcher. Nexus
Plus is a 2- inputx8- output MIDI Switcher
that features a panic button, selectable
merging, transposition, zoning, channel
filtering and auto thinning of MIDI controller data. Nexus M is a MIDI Interface
for the Apple Macintosh that features one
Mac serial port connector, one MIDI input
and three MIDI outputs. The unit does not
require a power supply.
Circle (103) on Rapid Facts Card
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cassettes

power supply

Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card
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3M DAT

Now available in 120 -, 90 -, 60- and 46minute lengths, 3M Professional DAT cassettes use a high-coercivity, ultra -fine metal particle coating on a smooth base film,
which provides a high- output and a wide
bandwidth, as well as a low error rate. A
durable binder handles the stresses imposed by high -speed rotary -head scanning
and searching at up to 200x play speed.

PSC universal
This portable supply, available from
Professional Sound Corporation, is designed to power both 12V 'T" (AB) and
48V phantom mics. The supply features
a 9V battery that provides more than 22
hours of operation, a 3 -way switchable pad
of OdB, -10dB and -20dB, a 3 -way switch able high -pass filter, LED, a "T" power
phase switch and rugged 6063T5 aluminum extrusion housing.

A

t`'

Circle (132) on Rapid Facts Card

is gained.
Circle (127) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (125) on Rapid Facts Card

j"

gether into user -programmable wave sequences. Dual- programmable stereo multieffects, 240x64 pixel graphics, LCD, RAM
and ROM card ports are included.
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The Cititrax sound effects library is a compilation of 10 hours of comprehensive urban recordings. The 10-CD library, which
was recorded on DAT in full- spectrum stereo, features more than 300 stereo sound
effects, ranging from parade noises to car
alarms. Cititrax is offered in CD and DAT,
or AMS AudioFile-formatted tapes. Special
Synclavier optical discs are also available.
A demo disk is offered free of charge. List
price for the complete library is $1,175.
Circle (104) on Rapid Facts Card
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Ampex Recording Media Corporation
401 Broadway Redwood City CA 94063 (415) 367-3809

Circle (33) on Rapid Facts Card

VISIT us at NAB Booth #2200
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NEW PRODUCTS
Hardware and software updates
Otani Diskmix 3
Moving Faders

Ensoniq EPS update

Diskmix 3 Moving Faders is now available from the Otani console products group.
The system features menu -driven software; SMPTE time code frame accuracy;
high -speed 68000 co- processors; and
several off -line mix data editing features.
Circle (160) on Rapid Facts Card

of the MIDI sequencing software for

The SLT-8 drum sound library is now incorporated into Ensoniq's EPS drum machine. The library, which consists of 10
disks, was created by Ross Garfield at Music Grinder Studios in Los Angeles. Drums
sounds include ambient jazz kits, modern
rap, electronic drum, percussion and
others.
Circle (162) on Rapid Facts Card

J.L. Cooper Magi IIi
The Magi Ili Internal Retrofit Version console automation system will install into almost any mixing console, and it provides
precise fader and mute automation for
much less than other systems. Magi IIi consists of internally mounted dbx VCAs, the
rack-mount Magi IIi controller unit, the
MR-4 remote muting unit and software.
The system's software runs on both Macintosh and Atari computers.
Circle (161) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (134) on Rapid Facts Card

AMX

interfacing update

A MIDI interface has been added to AMX's
AV Video Remote Control products. MIDI
signals can be distributed via any or all
of the three SX -DCU output channels to
any device that uses MIDI commands.
Circle (133) on Rapid Facts Card

Mark of the Unicorn
Performer Version 3.3
Performer Version 3.3, the latest update

Intelligent Music
UpBeat 2.0
Intelligent Computer Music Systems has
released an upgrade to UpBeat, a Macintosh MIDI music software program. Version 2.0 is designed as a graphic rhythm
sequencer and features a device list that
allows drum machine and sampler sounds
to be loaded into the program and recalled
by descriptive name rather than MIDI not

When the ELECTRONIC
AGE was born .. .

BREAK
SOUND

ANVIL CASES WERE THERE

INA

6

distinct product lines

-

A.T.A. heavy -duty shipping to lightweight carrying cases
15 attractive colors
Custom measuring and designing available
Building quality cases since 1952

Call Today For More Information

SUBSIDIARY OF ZERO CORPORATION
15650 Salt Lake Ave.. City of Industry. CA 91745

(800) FLY -ANVIL
Circle (31) on Rapid Facts Card
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the

Apple Macintosh, features automated
sliders for real -time control over continuous controller data such as volume and
pan. The sliders allow the user to create
custom consoles of on- screen sliders in any
of four configurations. The software also
features Auto -Scroll and Smart Quantize
functions. List price is $495; it is free of
charge to all registered Version 3 users.

March 1990

P.O. Box 1202, La Puente, CA

(800) 359 -2684

Circle (32) on Rapid Facts Card
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number. It also includes a real -time editing function and automatic variation features, which make it possible to program
drums and rhythms without the repetitive
qualities associated with drum machines.
List price is $250.

ti
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machine-style recording; real -time control
of MIDI parameters; time quantization
during recording; song sets; and user
preferences, which are remembered between sessions.
Circle (140) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (136) on Rapid Facts Card

Hybrid Arts

Studer A820 -24 update

ADAP II updates

Switchable Dolby SR and Dolby A noise
reduction systems on one plug-in card are
now available for the Studer A820 -24 multichannel recorder. Studer also has introduced software for enhanced operation of
the A820 -24 in the TV/video post environment.

The ADAP II digital audio recorder /editor
now features enhanced software that includes crossfade editing, SMPTE chase
lock and the MIDI Performance Page. The
crossfade editing and SMPTE chase lock
are available to current users at no charge;
the MIDI Performance Page is listed at
$400. Also available is the Erasable Optical Disk (EOD) option, which makes it possible for audio material to be recorded and
edited directly on re- usable optical disks
and archived for future use. This option
retails for $5,495; optical disks are available for $249. Retailing for $795 is the Digital Audio I/O Module, which allows the
ADAP II to record and play back digital
audio from several sources, including DAT.

Circle (163) on Rapid Facts Card

Opcode Systems
Timecode update
The Timecode Machine SMPTE to MIDI
Time Code converter is now available at
a lower price. Previously priced at $299,
it recently was lowered to $199.
Circle (135) on Rapid Facts Card

Orion Electronic
Blue Books

Circle (137) on Rapid Facts Card

Perma Power warranty
Perma Power Electronics has introduced
the 14-Carat Coverage plan, a lifetime warranty and customer equipment protection
guarantee for its Fail -Safe surge suppressor and power control center products.
The warranty applies to all products sold
after Nov. 1, 1989. All applicable models
stocked by distributors are covered also.
Circle (139) on Rapid Facts Card

Hybrid Arts updates
Enhanced versions of the SmpteTrack II
and EditTrack Il MIDI sequencer programs
are now available for $495 and $99,
respectively. New features include a Cycle Record mode that allows drum
-t".'
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files; and automatic routing. List price for
the Atari/PC /C1 is $149; for the Macintosh, $199.
Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

DAR SoundStation II option
A removable, erasable optical disk subsystem is now available from Digital Audio Research for its SoundStation II. The
sub -system has applications in project ar-

chiving and sound effects libraries and
provides a secure, removable back -up
medium. It features the ability to playback
and edit mono or stereo segments directly from the optical disk. Back -up copying
or retrieval is carried out in background
mode. The sub- system is a stand -alone unit
that plugs in to SoundStation's processing
and storage unit. It uses removable 650MB
51/4 -inch magneto optical disks.
Circle (138) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (141) on Rapid Facts Card

Orion Research's seven trade -in guides are
now available in an electronic format,
providing accurate pricing information for
audio /video components and musical instruments. Accessible to IBM compatible
computers equipped with modems and
20MB to 30MB hard disks, the Electronic
Blue Books are available on specially encoded diskettes. A separate Electronic Update Service is available via modem,
which will automatically update the information stored on the user's hard disk. A
demo disk is available.

.

.:f.-

Turtle Beach Softworks

Proteus XR support
Support of the E -mu Proteus XR synthesizer is now available from Turtle Beach in
an update to its Oview/Proteus synth
programmer. The programmer allows the
user to customize elements of the program
and offers icons, pull -down menus and
multiple sizable, movable, zoomable windows. A full-featured bank editor is also
included. List price is $149.
Circle (142) on Rapid Facts Card

Otani Diskmix 3
Diskmix 3 Moving Faders, the latest version of Otari's Diskmix console automation system, features menu -driven software, SMPTE time code frame accuracy,
high -speed 6800 co-processors and many
off -line mix data editing features.
Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Pixel Publishing update
Pixel now offers Super Librarian, a storage system for all types of MIDI data, for
the Macintosh, IBM PC and Yamaha Cl.
Additionally, an editor for the MIDI Operating System (MOS) enables users to input
system exclusive routines. The Super
Librarian also features file compatibility
between Amiga, Otani, Cl, Macintosh and
IBM Super Librarian data files; on -line help

..Y:Y .t.ahÿY}_

.

Interested in ordering
article reprints out of
this or another issue ?*
Reprints can be
excellent learning
tools for your
technical staff and
great marketing tools
for your sales staff.
Call or write Gretchen
Wagner at Intertec
Publishing Corp., P. O.
Box 12901, Overland
Park,

KS

66212;

(913) 888 -4664.
*Minimum order 500 copies
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NEW PRODUCTS
automation reference guide is included.

Publications

Circle (144) on Rapid Facts Card

DIC Pocket Guide

to Digital

" Tonmeister Technology"

DIC Digital Supply has released a dictionary of digital terminology, the Pocket

This recently translated book, written by
Dr. Michael Dickreiter of the German
Broadcasting System Technical Training
Center, integrates music and musical engineering. A point in fact: A Tonmeister
is a person who is usually a graduate of
a music conservatory and who has opted
to go into broadcast, TV, recording or
sound reinforcement engineering rather
than music performance. The 142 -page
book is nearly half illustration, and is an
excellent textbook for short courses in audio engineering. Three areas are covered:

Guide to Digital. The guide focuses on the
hows and whys of digital technology, including compact disc, digital video and
DAT. The book was compiled in collabo-

ration with Data Storage Technologies,
and is free.
Circle (143) on Rapid Facts Card

SSL SL 4000

manuals

Solid State Logic now offers two operation
manuals for its SL 4000 G Series automated mixing console. The first manual provides an in -depth look at the G Series and
the applications in each phase of the recording process. Details on signal flow and
basic maintenance are included. The sec-

and manual covers session management,
Intelligent Machine Control, Total Recall,
and fader and mute operation. A pull -out

recording environments, sound sources
and microphone techniques.
Circle (164) on Rapid Facts Card

ble lists BBSs by area code and by interest.
The listings include specific computer interests as well as non -computer interests.
Also, the 1990 BBS Bible includes information of accessing BBSs and low -cost telecommunications service for BBSing.
Circle (165) on Rapid Facts Card

Magi II video

demonstration
released its Magi II video
demonstration, which provides a complete
overview of the automation system. It is
available on VHS or PAL.
J.L. Cooper has

Circle (166) on Rapid Facts Card

Ranger brochure
Available from Vega, this brochure features the entire Ranger line of wireless miRang-systems. Also included are Rang
er receivers and two transmitters.
Circle (167) on Rapid Facts Card

"1990 BBS Bible"

RE/p

The second annual directory of computer bulletin board systems is now available
from Bubeck Publishing. The 1990 BBS Bi-

TIMECODE EDITING...
LIVING DANGEROUSLY?

SPARS WANTS YOU
The Society of Professional Audio

Not if you have the new ADx -02 Timecode Analyzer.
This is a sophisticated test instrument, as well as a fully
functional reader-generator with video Key and L.E.D.
displays. It can save you time and money. Finding timecode
errors on tape before an edit is attempted, or matching color

Recording Services (SPARS) is
looking for professionals who
care about the future of the pro
audio industry.

frames and ScH phase, or tracking on a Betacam is easy. For
the engineer, it can be the quickest way to set tape speed, realign video play -back heads or check an audio synchronizer
for wow. Each timecode bit is displayed graphically.

Every day, SPARS applies its

The ADx -02 is being used around the world in a variety of
environments and applications. But the diagnostics function
is not the end of the story, the ADx -02 is a very versatile
timecode reader-generator- inserter. with multiple screen
displays, selectable fonts, three jam -sync modes, stable
code generation, full speed range read and much more.
So why buy just a timecode reader -generator?

The ADx -02.

The only timecode unit that can safely save you money.

ADx

Systems Inc.

274 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
The World Leader in Timecode.
For more information contact your local dealer or call us at 1- 800-444- 4-A -D -X.

Circle (34) on Rapid Facts Card
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professional leadership to
important issues like the evolution
of new technologies, studio
economics, as well as technical
and business practices.
To join this prestigiousindustry

organization, contact:

Shirley Kaye
407 -641 -6648

spARs
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Classified Advertising is available by the
column inch (Classified Display): $35 per inch,
per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1" minimum, billed at 1/4" increments
thereafter. 10" maximum per ad. Blind ads (replies sent to RE /P for forwarding) $25 additional. Reader Service number $25 additional. Ads
4" and larger will receive a free reader service
number and your company's name listed in the
Advertiser's Index. Spot color (determined by
magazine) $150 additional. No agency discounts are allowed for classified advertising.
Contact Renée Hambleton, 913 -888-4664,
for information on frequency and pre -payment
discounts, or to place your classified ad. Or
send your order and materials to:
Renée Hambleton

Recording Engineer/Producer
9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE CON'T.

BASIC TOOLS

American Pro Audio
.r.....,. ìs.. ì.=.
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Superconductor"'

Hammer

If you record guitars and you don't use a Su-

perconductorTM

you're missing

a

basic

tool!
Guitar cables eat up high end. A 15ft cable causes up to a 10db roll off between
4kHz and 20kHz.
The Superconductor's circuitry eliminates
this loss. Experience new clarity & brilliance. Get it all on tape!

DW Labs IIThe Audible Difference
PO. Box 882, Dept. 21, Milburn, N.J. 07041

1-800 -542-2454

FOR SALE

R -DATS IN STOCK**
E.A.R.S. Inc.
Boston

FOSTEX RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MACINTOSH & IBM Computers

DISCOUNT PRICES
DATAWARE, INC.

Studio design and consultation. High -quality
complete installation services including: wiring
design and fabrication, patch bays, and qualified audio technicians to complete your studio's
installation. Over 100 brands of pro audio
equipment including: DDA, Neotek, AMS,
Tubetech, Westlake monitors, Drawmer, Tan -

(we ship world wide)
R. O. Box 1122
Hollywood, CA 90078-1122
(818) 996 -1161
1- 800 -759

#91643

only -Pin

-7243 -orders

VELCRO CABLE WRAPS
Quick. sate, neat, never lost
Use them in Studio, Remote & Mtce Shop
Call or write for free sample

Trident, Sound Workshop, AMEK/TAC,
Soundcraft consoles, Tascam MSR -24,
Digidesign sound tools, Apogee converters, Lexicon ,480L, Eventide H3000,
Dyaxis 320meg, Tascam RQAT's, CAD
consoles, Otani MX70, Synchronizers,
Roland /Akai samplers.

EAR Professional Audio -Video
(602) 267-0600

VIDEO PARTS CO.
1872 PLEASANTVILLE ROAD
Suite 134
Braircliff Manor, N.Y. 10510
212 -713-5757

MITAM AUDIO

POP

THE SOURCE"

FILTERS

SINCE 1967

An absolute necessity
for every studio

CONSOLES
MULTI -TRACKS

MONITORS

$49.95 includes screen,
clamp, gooseneck and shipping

D.A.T. AMPS
EFFECTS MICS
1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346 -3161
ORDER HOT LINE:
800 -334 -8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431

NEW, USED,
DEMO EQUIPMENT

Equipment Leasing Specialists
Experienced Staff/Unequaled Service

MasterCard accepted.
Call, write or FAX today

FAX: (617)254 -8781
Electronic Acoustic Research Systems,
90 Windom St. Boston, MA 02134

1- 800 -333 -2172

compatibles
MUSIC SOFTWARE
Monitors & Printers
&

-Orlando

Boston, MA (617)783 -5229
Orlando, FL (407)380 -EARS

Mini Lease Program
New or used, trade -ins 24 -60
months with buyout option
53k -25K no financials
required mint ,,'r in huOiness.

Acoustical Design Installation
Pro Audio Sales Service

noy. Crest. Dynacord, Klark -Teknik, Sony, Otani.
AKG, Sennheiser, Akai, Panasonic, BSS, Turbosound, Aphex, OSC, AHB, Milab, Eventide,
Ramsa, BBE, CD players, cassette decks,
cases, cables, connectors, computers, test
equipment and much more. Leasing packages
available immediately! Call for our brochure
and ask about our monthly special. Visa &

Sony /MCI Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
Beyer Roland Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

BUY-SELL-TRADE
NEW & USED
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Recorders
Consoles
Digital Recorders
Microphones
Monitors
Tape & Accessories
Call for the latest list & free catalogs

OPUS

Call or Write for Free Brochure

rim

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635

Recording

Equipment Co.

1- 800 -522 -(OPUS) -6787

POPPER STOPPERS
P.O. Box

&

4262 Grand Ave., Gurnee, IL 60031
FAX 708 -336 -6895

6010 -658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

March 1990
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

MONITOR SYSTEMS

At SOUND

Two complete bi -amped systems

orders.

including consoles, wedges,

VIFA

DYNAUDIO

FOCAL

MB QUART

PHILIPS

AUDAX
PEERLESS
SOLEN

amps, crossovers, eq's, cabling,
racks and cases. Call for more

UPGRADE

info.

For high- performance.
upgrade your studio
with Azonic
acoustical foam.
For a "permanent (r1t,
sound solution" \ c
which can eliminate
slap echo and harsh
resonances and put the lid
on noisy equipment:

In 1989, Madisound Speaker
Components processed 20,000

Seriously Sound 404 -872 -0346

¡°i

EUROPA
MOREL
ETON
KEF
PERFECT LAY

SIDEWINDER
ELECTROVOICE
SLEDGEHAMMER

EFFECTS & CONSOLE
Amek BCII mixing console, New $8800
Electrospace Pressor $749.00
Electrospace Spanner $899.00
Electrospace The Gate $899.00

TekCom Corporation
1020 N. Delaware Ave

..

Shouldn't your business take
advantage of these fine

product lines?

Philadelphia, PA 19125

215 -426 -6700

Azonic... for superior
performance at a fair price.

Madisound Speaker Components
86os University Green
Box 4283 Madison WI 53711
Phone: 608 -831 -3433
Fax 608- 831 -3771

CALL TODAY! 1.800. 842.9790
For a FREE brochure and pricing.
G

,i-

STUDIOWORKS
Recording & Broadcast Equipment

A70NIC'=-'l°I

Noise Reduction From A to Z
1600 E. CLIFF ROAD BURNSVILLE. MN 55337
ct) 1990 AZONIC, Inc.
FAX: 612 894 2748

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE
AKG

Circle (45) on Rapid Facts Card

ART
DBX
EV

AKG BX-20 rvb & remote & spr. card, $750.
Ampex mdl 3200 hi -spd R-toR dup sys. Master + 2 slaves + spr. elect, xtr head stks & spr.
pts. Better than new. $2,000.
Scully 4 TRK w/2 TRK stks & guides, good
cond., roll around cab., $600. Scully 2 TRK
Russ Lang cab, very good cond., $600.

EVENTIDE
JBL
LEXICON
NEUMANN

RAMSA
OTARI

VALLEY INT'L

OTHERS

n.:í/- Lvd:o

Request our New "DATAFILE"
Equipment Reviews & Buying Guide,
New & Used DEALS,
Delivering:
Prodisk hardisk recorder; Soundcraft
3200 Mega Mixer; Otani DTR 900, MTR
100, MX 80; Sony & Panasonic DATs.

SONY
Professional Audio
(800)438-5921 / (704)375 -1053

Chicago's Leading
Pro -Audio Dealer
708 -339 -8014

214 -688 -0600

The Oldest

PHONE (617) 782 -4838 FAX (617) 782 -4935

broker on the

Otani & Tascam

soles, 68 -Multi -Track Recorders
and thousands of pieces of Audio and Video equipment at LOW
clearance prices. To list your
equipment FREE or receive custom listings from us,

NAB SPECIALS
OTARI MX- 5050B2, $1.7K: MTR -10/12 locator new.$500: Ampex ATR102, $4.8K
VIDEO: OTARI MX 70 I" layback. $11K: Adams /Smith 2600 3 -mach sys. $8.5K:
Zeta III $2.4K: SONY 9600 344 ", $4K: CONSOLES: NEVE 20x4 discrete $12K:
8068. $65K: SSL 4048. $150K: Trident 80, $25K: Wheatstone 8x24 in . $8K; Ramsa
820. $2.8K: Tascam M -520, $5.5K: MICS: EV RE20, $275: Neumann U -87s $1.2K:
U -47. $2K; VF -14 tube for U -47. $450; AKG 414 $550.

Call Toni or David at
(213) 459 -2743 or Fax 454 -6043
66
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THOUSANDS OF PIECES
OF USED GEAR
Ocean Audio Must Sell 280 Con-
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authorized
service

214 Lincoln

East Coast

Street, Suite 103C, Boston MA 02134

All major brands available new at great prices!!

List your for -sale items free!!
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FOR SALE CON'T.

The Studio POF Filter
A

Great Improvement on a Good Idea!
Open up the sound of your vocals and
voice overs without annoying "POPS"
ruining your best take!

Only
$2400

Standard mic stand adaptor
with threaded brass insert
One piece plastic rims. 5"
diameter-in sky blue or black

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

With optional
Clamp and
Gooseneck
54995

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612 -481 -9715

AV R

The Only Call You Have
ADAMS -SMITH
AKAI
AKG
ALLEN & HEATH
AMPEX TAPE
APHEX SYSTEMS
ARIES
ART
ASHLY
ATARI COMPUTERS

BEYER DYNAMIC
BOSE
BIAMP- LEGEND
CALZONE
CANARE CABLE
CROWN

Circle (48) on Rapid Facts Card

To Make For:
DIC DAT Tape

EAW

EVENTIDE
FOSTEX
FOUR DESIGN
FURMAN
GOLDLINE
HOSA
HYBRID ARTS
HYBRID CASES
IMAGINE MUSIC
SOFTWARE
JOSEPHSON
ENGINEERING
KLARK- TEKNIK
KLIPSCH
LEXICON

Exclusivamente para

BLOWOUT: New Lexicon PCM -70, $1.4K;
AKG C- 414BULS, mint $625; Sony /MCI
JH -110C 1/2" 2tr, 200 hr, $4.1K; Neuman
KM -84, mint, $285; ENGLISH SPECIALS:
SSL 4040E w/32 mono /st, recall, $125K;
SSL 4040E /G $100k; NEVE 8068 MK-II
w/Necam, $95K; Trident 80B, 32x24,
$30k; Studer A800, $40k; Studer A80
MKII, $26k; Otari MTR -9011, $30k; MCI
JH -24, AL -Ill, $22k; Otari MX5050B,
$1.4K; PROCESSING SPECIALS: NEVE
4 -band, $1.2K; ITI /Massenburg 3 -band
console parametrics, $550. LIST YOUR
FOR SALE ITEMS W/US FREE! The only
broker w /OTARI & TASCAM authorized

Lincoln St., Ste. 103C
Boston, MA 02134
FAX (617) 782 -4935

See our ad for new specials!

o

I

PANASONIC
PROCO
RAMSA
SENNHEISSER

e

assistencia tecnica:

KURZWEIL

LEXICON

OTARI

TRIDENT

106 Main Street

Watertown, MA 02172
Facsimile (617) 924 -0497

-

Mobile Recording Studio, 86 Dodge
250 Maxi van. 5,500 miles. Complete
16x8x2 mixing. Studer 2 -trk, KEF monitors, Yamaha mixer & amps., UREI 1/3 EQ
& limiters, DBX N.R., video monitoring
w/camera, Keiths Monks cable reels, etc.
$23,000 negotiable. Call Les or Donna,
313 -882 -3131.

VSO For AMPEX: VP -90, a new VSO for ATR 100
series, MM1200 & 440: $595.00
JH-24 Mult. Box: Tired of disconnecting your
auto-locator to use your synchronizer? The JHM2 lets you connect both: $495.00.
TRIDENT Owners: TBS -4, a "remotable talk back switch for series 80, 65 & 24. Easy to install
No traces to cut: $98.00.
'

-

Call us for more information!
BRAINSTORM ELECTRONICS, INC.
.

Intelligent Solutions For The Recording Studio

(213) 475 -7570

ACOUSTIC FOAM
GIANT

54 "x 54"

$19.99

Per Sheet!!
KILL NOISE QUICK! Soundproof studios, rehearsal spaces, vans, rooms
with super effective. E.Z mount. 2" thick studio gray or natural blue (specify
color). Markedoam offers outstanding sound absorption qualities. Immediate shipping. Add 53 50 sheet shipping NYS residents add 7% tax. MC
Visa Amex COD, Check Terms. 3- Inch sheets also available it $29.99.

800 -522 -2025
(In NY 914- 246 -3036)

America's most unique
catalog for audio & video!

MAR ERTEK
VIDEO SUPPLY
Ave

USA

Circle (48) on Rapid Facts Card
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Call Dan at 406 -538 -7078
or 406 -538 -7096.

SHJRE
SOUNDCRAFT
STUDIOMASTER
SUMMIT AUDIO
TANNOY
TC ELECTRONICS
TELEX
THRESHOLD
TRIDENT AUDIO
TWELVE TONE
SYSTEMS
US AUDIO
ULTIMATE SUPPORT
WHIRLWIND
and Many Others,
Plus used equipment!!!

Circle (47) on Rapid Facts Card

New Yok

TRK remote trailer, MCI console,
3M 16 TRK, Otari 2 TRK, Tascam 4
TRK, Auratones, Yamaha NS10's,
Valley & Yamaha comp -lim, DigiTech,Roland, &Yamaha reverbs & effects, 160 ft. 27-pair snake, mics,
gates, graphics, parametrics, remote
alarm system & lots more. 29K.

OTAR

Brasil, oferecendo instalacao

JBL/UREI
HARRISON

AUDIO VIDEO RESEARCH
Telephone (617) 924 -0660

service. Add time code to your 2 track
for under $12k. Otari TC -50 kits, now for
Studer, MCI & others.

214

MARK OF THE
UNICORN
MOGAMI CABLE
MRL
MILAB
NADY
NAKAMICHI
NAKAMICHI -DAT
NUMARK
OPCODE SYSTEMS
ORBAN

Studio and Control Room Design in Conjunction With: ACOUSTIC SCIENCES
CORPORATION, manufacturer of TUBE TRAP tm.

SSL

WE CAN'T FIND
ENOUGH CLEAN
USED 24 TRACKS
db ENGINEERING
(617) 782 -4838

(617) 924-0660

AUDIO VIDEO RESEARCH
THE STUDIO STORE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Harrison MR3, Soundcraft 600, 24 Dolby A
(M16/M8), Eventide SP2016, Steinway M, Ecoplate
II, UREI 539s, RX5, DPX1, MSB +, Masterbeat,
Sentry100As, JBL 4401s, AKG451, Crown PZM,
Ampx 350/Inovonic 2 trk, Ashley SC66, Orange
County comp /Imtrs, BeIBD80 and more! (212)
362 -7840

Continuing Inventory
Clearance Sale!!

Too much stuff
Too little t me & space
It's all got to go
MUST SELL!

-

Sound Worksnop 1600 and 34 Series:
MCIJH556C -56 /C, MCIJH556C -48 /O,
MCIJH542B -32 I/O MCIJH528B -28 /O; Neotek Series III w/automation; EMT 240.
Specializing in old MCI parts; all types of
tape machines anc parts 2 AMS RMX16
Reverbs; UREI 529539 EQs; mics and all
kinds of outboa-d stuff.
MCIJHIO, Aucitrcmcs 501, Scully 280 2TRK- package $10,000 obo.
MCIJH636-28 I/O NA with JH24 -24 - both
$41,000. Sound wcrkshop 1600 -28 I/O 3
VCA Groups - $9,530.
I

I

I

Always needing new listings.

Randy Blevins

.

.

B.A.E. Inc.

R O. Box 101238, Nashville, TN 37224
615 -391 -0429
615 -391 -0456 FAX
1- 800 -899 -BAEI

March 1990
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE (CONT.)

Stamp Out SCR
Buzz. Forever.

CONSOLES
FOR SALE

-

Sphere Eclipse 20x16 $6000.
Midas PRO Custom Recording
$10,500. Hank (916) 284 -6929.

when far from SCR
dimmers and RFtransmitters. When you're up
close, you'll need a good transformer.
Diff amps may work

3M

Audio, video & digital tapes
Full line of accessories
DAT recorders.
Orders shipped within 24 hours.
R & M

PRO AUDIO

1080 Pacheco, S.F., CA 94116
(415) 665 -8480

transformers
jensenINCORPORATED
10735 Burbank Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 91601
FAX (818) 763 -4574 Phone (213) 876 -0059
TELEX 6502919207 MCI UW

(Mori-Thurs. 9am -5pm Pacific time)

megs of
RAM, 64 voices, Kennedy
drive, 8 outs, $72,000.

Synclavier

Circle (49) on Rapid Facts Card
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818 -701 -7523
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR

Brand New 19" ADC
tt Patchbay Panels
Balanced/normalled, 144 points each.
Cost $300-Sell $175 each, 2 for $300 or
3 for $400.

Call Roger Cordell
(818) 763 -8301

CALL NOW!

or

SINGERS!

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

(800) 673 -0565
Bldg., 9A
4416 Johnston St.,

Lafayette, LA 70503

EAST COAST MIDI
The East Coast MIDI

SYNCLAVIER 32 Poly

Bulletin Board System
first impression. At ECM we realize
that's true. That's why we've assembled
a huge assortment of MIDI /Production /Studio applications for all computer
types. From Sequencers to SMPTE, it's
all here. Our Synth Patch and Sample
Libraries are stocked with over 5,000
killer sounds with more being added
regularly. Give us a call, at speeds up to
38,400 baud (HST), 24 hours a day. We
think you'll agree..a second chance won't
be necessary.
East Coast MIDI 516 -928 -4986 (data)
516 -928 -8986 (24 hour voice info)

-

8 FM

-

8 out, 16 meg RAM, 240 meg storable, clock module. 2 x 8 MIDI, VP

You never get a second chance to make
a

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

keyboard w/custom Formica console
cabinet. Mint condition.

516- 669 -1868.

LT Sound,

Dept. RP- 9,7980 LT Parkway
(404) 482 -4724
Lithonia, GA 30058
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: /4041482 -2485

Custom

Acoustic

Cases

Foam

Custom
Stands

Studio
Furniture

11/

TECHMAT
Stereo, 4.2, & 3 Nagras, 16 -35
mm dubber, radio mies, Schoeps
& accessories, & many other
items.
Call for a list
214 -924 -2535.

Professional Cable Products

-

-

R

Islan

quest Catalogue 800 -343 -1433, 516 563 -0633
Cases, 1121 -20 Lincoln Ave., Holbrook NY 11741

MIDI
Video
Audio
Cables, Patchbays, and Harnessing
(special requests welcome)

FACTORY DIRECT PRICING
Please ask for Rob
(800) 446 -3146

-

db ENGINEERING: new specials
from the oldest broker in the East
PROCESSING; all Orban, Eventide,

24 TRK MCI JH -100 JRF cert. heads.
ALL NEW 16TRK heads, 8 TRK
heads /guides & rollers, capstan motor and phase locked loop board, relays + spares, with auto locator II,
$10,500.

214- 688 -0600

68

Recording Engineer /Producer

March 1990

$6900/60

Aphex. MONITORS; TANNOY, UREI, JBL
& EV. AMPS; Crown, Hafler, Ashley all @
best prices. db is also your source for;
Klipsch,AKG, Neumann, Adams -Smith,
Beyer, Studiomaster, Sennheiser & most
major brands. Call for quotes.

(201)635 -0140

Phone (617) 782 -4838
Fax (617) 782 -4935

16 Trk Tascam 90 -16
w/dbx, 1", excel cond.
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Rental Equipment 1990

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Rack Attack

SYNCLAVIER
YOUR PLACE OR MINE!
National credit. Introductory rate.
Daily/weekly with or without composer

Audio Processing Systems

co

i

nk.'.
.J,.._-a.t ..r, .r ...i,<f-..
S
..t#L'w
r ...>;'.;,l`fÿ
C' R... ; ar'\:.1`:....i'

& /or programmer. Call for reel.

Island Media
Individual Rentals
DMX 1580 -S (stereo harmonizer, delay & sampler)
RMX -16 (digital reverb)
SP -2016 (digital effects processor)
H -3000 (ultra harmonizer)
480L (with Larc controller)
224XL (with Larc controller)
PCM -70 (digital effects processor)
PCM -42 (digital delay)
Infernal 90 (stereo harmonizer, delay & sampler)
QRS (room simulator)
XLC (32 bit digital effects processor)
SDE -3000 (digital delay)
SRV -2000 (digital reverb)
2290 (sampler & delay line)
REV -1 (digital reverb)
REV -5 or REV -7 (digital reverb)
SPX -1000 (multi- effects processor)

AMS
AMS

Eventide
Eventide
Lexicon
Lexicon
Lexicon
Lexicon
Publison
Quantec
Quantec
Roland
Roland
T.C.

Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha

Outboard
Rentals

516- 669 -1872

per day

$ 85.00

85.00
85.00
50.00
85.00
85.00
40.00
20.00
85.00
85.00
85.00
25.00
25.00
50.00
85.00
35.00
40.00

Equalizers
Compressors
Expanders - Gates

(818)

998 -1024

*AP/ - Focusrite - GML - Neve - Summit Audio - Trident - Tube Tech

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Dead or alive. Pultec EQs; Fairchild & Teletronix limiters; Neumann,
Telefunken, AKG, RCA, and Scheps microphones. Tube Macintosh or Marantz
amps and pre -amps. Sontec, ITI, and
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes. UREI, Orban, United audio, dBx, and other outboard gear. Ampex
ATR -102 or 104. Parts for MCI JH- 110/114

recorders. Altec 604s /crossovers/Tannoy
speakers, JBL 2231; Altec 288 -H driver;
misc. equipment of all types.
Please call Dan Alexander
2944 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA 94702

415- 644 -2363

*

Circle (50) on Rapid Facts Card

UNDERGROUND SOUND
PRO AUDIO RENTALS
MITSUBISHI X -850 Apogee Enhanced)
$500 /per day
$2000 /per week
REVERB RACK

EQ RACK
Focusrite 115
Massenburg EQ
(2)- Pultec EQP -1A3

2 -AMS RMX16

-AMS DMX -t5
2 -480-L Lexicon
1

1

-Lex PCM70

1

-T.C. Elect.

(2) -LA -2A
(4) -Aphex E.Q.
(6) -Aphex Comp.

2- Yamaha SPX -9011

L.T.

$225/day

Sound

ALSO VINTAGE

DBX Boom Box

TUBE GEAR

$195 /day

Pnces do nm mclod

(615)347 -0243

lea lex or

cntlage

All

potes suNeci

(615)367-4726

to

TRAINING

YOU SPEND A

A TOTAL

EFFECT

woremarsemfarzram

<New

Eventide H -3000 SE
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)

Includes
remote
patchbay.

T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)

Publison Infernal 90

Nashville. TN

24 hr.

AMS RMX -16

service

Eventide SP 2016
Lexicon 480L

0

480L Larc
HI TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS INC.
The national specialists in Live Pro Audio
Mixing Console & Signal Processing
equipment rentals. A wide selection of
large & medium main frame consoles.

Gamble *Yamaha Soundcraft Ramsa
units, available for
national & regional tours, special events,
& long /short term leasing.
415 -726 -2428
800 -522 -4827
EFX

and

R -DAT

San Francisco

-

Orlando

-

Chicago

&

SHAPING YOUR SOUND
videotape series that teaches you
essential techniques for using microphones,
reverbs, equalizers and more.
Don't you owe it to yourself to make
the best recordings you possibly can?
To order or for more info,

Call Free: (800) 777 -1576

AMS S-DMX
c_:r.:.

FORTUNE

on equipment and put your life into
your music. Why shouldn't your
recordings sound the way you want?
is the new

T.C. 1210 spatial ex.

(2) -DBX 160 lim.

Fax 415- 644 -1848

First Light Video Publishing
374 N. Ridgewood PI..

L.A. CA 90004

7 days
a week

Manuals

for$300 a day
or $1200 a week!
All

Phone
Renée flamblefon

Call for advance bookings today

for
Classified Advertising
Information

(818)345 -4404

(913) 888 -4664

(That's $171.43

a

day!)

Encino, CA
Circle (55) on Rapid Facts Card
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SERVICES

SERVICES

SERVICES

isCentury Financial
Services Group, Ltd.

LEASE FINANCING

Specializing in Professional
Audio Equipment.
New and Used.

CASSETTE TEK, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN PROMOTIONAL
CASSETTES FOR
ARTISTS -PRODUCERS-AGENCIES
Highest quality custom blanks audio and
video VHS cassettes
Duplication of audio and video
EMBOSSED on- cassette printing using
the PRINT RITE system
Direct mail services
Reasonable pricing
Fast service

1605 THOMASTON AVE.
WATERBURY, CT 06704

TEL. (203) 757 -4848
FAX (203) 756 -8585

DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSFERS INC.
at SOUNDWORKS WEST

Transactions Approved Nationally.
Ask us about our Mini -lease.

FORMAT CONVERSIONS

Ilk

O

Tom Roche
1- 800 -826 -6639

COPIES & TRANSFERS

IIIrfC

WuAmino CI,

*

COMPLETE MASTERING SERVICES:

or

COMPLETE DIGITAL SERVICES:

314 -537-0330
Fax 314 -537-4026

Editing, Format Conversion, CD Preparation

JBL LOUDSPEAKERS -EXCLUSIVE
East Coast Authorized Center. Warranty /Non Warranty Repair. Professional High Fidelity -Auto Factory Trained Technicians.
PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Broad Run Rd. Downingtown, PA 19335.
(215)383 -1083.

featuring ALBRECHT machines!
MITSUBISHI X -880 w /APOGEE
MITSUBISHI X -86HS
dbx 700

STUDER

REVOX

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing all open reel and
cassette tape recorders, CD players, and other
Studer /ReVox equipment. Over 12,000 units
serviced Nationwide since 1978. Fast 48 -72
hour service w /90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing & head
relapping service. New & used machines
available w /warranty. Visa/MC.
STUDIO -SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr., #100

Schaumburg, II 60173
Phone: (708) 843 -7400
FAX: (708) 843 -7493

March 1990

SONY 701
SONY F-1
SONY 1630
SONY 3402
SONY 3324
SONY 3348
SONY 2500
SONY 2000

SUPER QUALITY!

Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication
Real Time and High Speed
CASSET1'h DUPLICATION

-

Direct on -shell imprint
IN COLORS

COMPLETE PACKAGES
CALL TODAY for your free
catalogue:

: ::

1.800.865.6561 or

RECORDING

MENT for Audio, Video, Time
Code, Duplication. 29 years of
head design experience. IEM,
350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL
60067; tel (708)358 -4622.

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
AT HIGH SPEED PRICES.
1000 C -24 (or less) chrome tape with direct
printing on clear shells, full color inserts and
shrinkwrap at the low price of $998.00.

FASTTRACK RECORDS
4220 Broadway, Denver Colo. 80216
(303) 292 -2115

-matic

2 -track

BETA HiFi

Wendell Jr. Carts
NAB Carts
NTSC to PAL/PAL to NTSC
8mm

fax: 1.718.499.0421

MAGNETIC

U

24 -track w /APOGEE
48 -track
DAT
DAT w/SMPTE
YAMAHA Digital
FOSTEX D20 DAT w /SMPTE
AKAI ADAM Digital
24 -track Dolby
24 -track Dolby SR
SONY BVU 800
SONY BVH 2000
SONY BVH 3100
S -VHS HiFi
VHS HiFi

ALIGNED AUDIO INC.

HEADS- RELAP /REPLACE-

Recording Engineer /Producer

CD Reference Discs

is 35mm & 16mm Magnetic Transfers

6550 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California 90028
FAX: 213 -466 -7237
(213) 466 -1323

RCA MICROPHONES -Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
35 yrs. experience with RCA.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ
08071. (609) 589 -6186.

70

Any format to any format.
All digital and analog formats!

DMM and Lacquer Cutting

Circle (51) on Rapid Facts Card
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*

Analog 2-track, 4- track, 8- track,
16- track, & 24 -track
Analog cassette
All MIDI Production Services
Any multi -track delivered to you for
dumping & archiving.

DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSFERS INC.
at - SOUNDWORKS WEST Ltd.
7317 Romaine Street
West Hollywood, CA 90046
FAX 213- 874 -1420
TEL 213- 850-1515
Circle (52) on Rapid Facts Card
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"LOANS BY PHONE"

Cassettes

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $35,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000
NO DOWN PAYMENT

AS EASY AS...

El

SELL-LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT DAVID LEIDY
OR DAVID HILL.
EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

©
©

REAL TIME DUPLICATION

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION
CUSTOM BLANKS

Bader

Buffalo. NY 14207
1.116.876.1454
26

SI

>r-.tt,

"World Class"

Tapes
& Duplicating

1- 800 -527 -9225
V

gitai ü.ib ape (D.Á.7)

.

CALL TOLL FREE:

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

D

E

Analog Tape, Audio Accessories
Phone In Order, Ship Same Day

-

Great Quality
Great Price
On -Shell Printing

Call us at

THE MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF

A

TEST

TAPES

AUDIO ENGINEER
Experience in spot radio, animatics, and
sweetening required. Must have client following. Send resume, salary history and client list.
We are offering a contract arrangement based
on commission. All inquiries kept in strict confidence. Send to: Voices, 16 E. 48th Street, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10017. Attn: R. Leonardi (212)935 -9820.

F

-

PRINTING AND PACKAGING, FRIENDLY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. COMPETITIVE
PRICES, FAST TURN -AROUND AND HIGHEST
QUALITY RAW MATERIALS.
EASTERN STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

HELP WANTED

c>.,.
`-1 ..L,.`ìyT,?;Ir,:-{

ESP MEANS QUALITY FULL SERVICE

(800) 342 -2093
FAX: (214) 235 -5452

PRODUCERS /ENGINEERS
Established Multi -Room Recording Studio and Production Company in NYC is
seeking a working investor. We are a successful studio looking to expand with the
right individual.
Please call 212 -255 -6745 for info.
Principals only!

.

MISCELLANEOUS

O

D

U

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

41-

}

MISCELLANEOUS

FINANCING

MM.

:r

1v
15,......
J.1<..sitii%J.tri{aY4:r
..+Ì' ..1t"+'f4%.0
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All

limits

Includlup cassettes

Write or phone for free catalog

TEI
STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 Eden Landing Road #5, Hayward, CA 94545

(800) 365 -0669
for prices on tapes & duplicating

World Class Tapes
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators
670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669 (within Michigan)
Circle (54) on Rapid Facts Card

ENDLESS WORD

TM

ADVERTISING PROMOTIONS
VOLUME IN STORE P.O.P. and TELEPHONE
ON HOLD MESSAGES
IDEAL FOR HI -SPEED or REAL-TIME
DUPLICATING

14151 786 -3546

MISC.

Circle (53) on Rapid Facts Card

DISC MAKERS
MONEY SAVING PACKAGES
COMPLETE MANUFACTURING
,..

CASSETTES

CD'S, LP'S
& VIDEOS

d,

,C

At.

-It.

DES/GN DEPT,

PROFESS/ONAL
CALL FOR CATALOG

1

-800- 468 -9353

Ai NO Pr.FtCß
STUDIO EQUIP. FOR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines,
Synclavier Systems,
Effects Processors, Reverbs
(213) 871 -1104
(818) 980 -4006
Ask For Mark

Made in U.S.A. & Quality tested before
shipping.
Lengths from 20 sec. to 20 min.
Special non -stretch tape.
Plays vertical or horizontal.
Clear case permits visual cuing.
Ask about our new volume discount
pricing & low cost endless cassette promotional players and new F.C.C. approved multi -line telephone adapter for
messages on hold tape players.
MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 1347
San Francisco, CA 94101
(415) 221 -2000 Ext. 2
Fax: (415) 387 -2425

March 1990

Recording Engineer /Producer
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ADX Systems, Inc.

64
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Agfa Corporation
Alpha Audio
Automation Systems
Ampex Recording Media
Anvil Cases, Inc.
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Aphex Systems, Ltd.
Audio Visual Assistance
AVR Group
Azonic
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Cintas Vac
Countryman Associates
Denecke, Inc.
DeWolfe Music Library

59

22

67

46

67

47

66

45

70

51

47

23

57

27

55

29

51

24

Disc Makers

53

26

Dolby
Full Compass
GLW Enterprises, Inc.
Hardy Co.
Illbruck /Alpha Audio Acoustics
Jensen Transformers, Inc
KABA Research & Development
Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc
Markertek Video Supply
Neve, Inc
New England Digital
Peavey Electronics Corp.
Phillips DuPont Optical
Polyline Corp
Pro Audio Asia `90
Professional Audio Systems
Rack Attack
Radian Audio Engineering, Inc.
Sam Ash Professional
Solid Sound, Inc.
Sony Pro Audio
Sound Works West, Ltd.
Soundcraft USA
Soundtracs Division/Samson
Technologies
Sprague Magnetics, Inc.
Standard Tape Laboratory Inc
Studer Revox /America
T.C. Electronics NS
Tannoy North America, Inc
Tascam Division/TEAC Corp
Technical Audio Devices
Trident USA, Inc
3M /Magnetic Media Division

27

16

6

6

29

17

51

25

23

14

68

49

55

30

13

9

67

48

Recording Engineer /Producer

7

7
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12

45

36

39

20

23
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11

57

28

71

54

11

70

52

BAC
1

3

37

35

71

53

IFC
35

20
40 -41

IBC
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Advertiser
Hotline
818/345 -4404
212/532 -5576
201/440 -2500
804/358 -3852
415/367 -3809
800/423 -4279
818/767 -2929
612/481 -9715
617/924 -0660
612/894-2748
800/826-6639
904/445-5545
415/364 -9988
818/766 -3525
212/382 -0220
212/265 -6662
415/558 -0200
800/356 -5844
615/331 -8800
708/864-8060
804/358-3852
213/876-0059
415/883-5041
516/249-3660
800/522 -2025
203/774 -6230
802/295 -5800
601/483 -5372
212/512 -9350
708/298 -5300

213/534 -3570
818/998 -1024
714/961 -1213
212/719-2640
800/365 -0669

800/635 -SONY
213/850 -1515
818/893 -4351
516/932 -3810
800/553 -8712
415/786 -3546
615/254 -5651

19
13
21

2
18

4

519/745-1158
213/726 -0303
213/816 -0415
213/533 -8900

CLASSIFIEDS
Renée Hambleton
913 -888-4664
9221 Quivira Road

Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
Telefax: 913 -541 -6697

SANTA MONICA, CA
Herbert A. Schiff
213 -393 -9285

Jason Perlman
213 -458-9987

Kelly Daugherty
213 -451 -8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: 213-393-2381

CHICAGO, IL

David Ruttenberg
312 -435 -2360

55 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60604
Telefax: 312-922-1408

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine
212 -702 -3401

29th Floor
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022
Telefax: 212 -702 -7802

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House
New Street

Deddington, Oxford
OX5 45P England
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telephone: (0869) 38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.
Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063
South Australia
Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101

Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi -Cho, 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03-235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT

HEN MUSIC IS YOUR BUSINESS
Why does Lorry Carlton prefer TAD speakers? Because music

is

his

business and perfection is his goal. For more information on how you
can achieve perfect sound with TAD speakers call (213) 816 -0415.
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Circle (2) on Rapid Facts Card

If Only More Expensive
Consoles Performed As Well.

For a 16 or 24 track studio owner, the future looks
very good.
With MIDI systems and digital outboard gear, you're
faced with extremely sophisticated productions.
But it's very hard to find a recording console to match
the requirements without spending a small fortune.
That's precisely why we've developed the new
Series 6000, an evolutionary design that clearly
demonstrates the forward thinking of Soundcraft.
Behind the classic layout is a revelation in performance and capability.
For one thing, it's equipped with enough busses
and routing options to make adventurous productions a pleasure, not a nightmare. The 6000 is a full
16 or 24 buss console with six auxiliary sends per
channel. The split format of the 6000 means each of
the tape returns will double as extra inputs, with EQ.
We've also provided each input with push- button
routing, EQ by-pass, and programmable electronic
muting that eliminates the clicks produced by
ordinary switches. You even get true solo -in- place,
sadly lacking on more expensive consoles.
But it's the 6000's sonic performance that really sets
it apart from the competition. Our revolutionary
input design gives you 2dB to 70dB gain without a
pad and virtually unmeasurable distortion, crosstalk,
and noise.
Our new grounding system yields superb

hum immunity and a routing isolation of 110dB
(1kHz). And our active panpot comes close to
theoretical perfection, exceeding our competitor's
performance by a full 25dB.

The Series 6000 input module gives you
programmable electronic muting under
optional MIDI control, solo-in-place to
get a clear picture ofyour progress, and
a patented active panpot with isolation

of 90 dB (1kHz).

To give you the subtle control
it takes to achieve dramatic
results, you also get four-band
EQ with mid sweeps on each

input channel.
When you specify Soundcraft's
Series 6000, with options including 16 to 56 channels, stereo
input modules, and built -in
patchbay, you'll find it an
affordable slice of progress.
Series 6000, simply the most
comprehensive production
console in its class.

Soundcraft

6000

Soundcraft USA/JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge, CA 91329
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